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Letter from the Mayor and CPAC Chair
2015 was a year of reflection, a year of change and a year of looking to the future. At the
beginning of the year, we as a committee asked “Where do we see the City of Fate 5, 10,
20 years from now?” That was a humbling experience thinking that we as a committee
would have such a profound influence on our City’s direction as we embarked on a
journey that would take us this entire year.
Under the advisement of consultant Freese and Nichols, City Council members, developers
and citizens of Fate the committee set out together on a task to completely overhaul our
comprehensive plan, something that hadn’t been updated in over thirteen years. What
our land use and growth management would look like, what type of housing and
transportation needs would need to be addressed, what type of parks, trails and open
spaces our citizens desired. These were only some of the important topics that we needed
to address and as a committee was responsible to explore.
We conducted surveys, had open meetings, held workshops that included people from all walks of life to give their input
about our City. We found that citizens truly love open space and the hometown feel of Fate and also want the benefits of an
active suburb with restaurants and recreational areas.
We thought long and hard about what our identity would be and what our vision statement would entail. We didn’t want to
become a “tweener” City but instead wanted our own identity, something that we could look back in 10, 15 or 20 years and
say, “We did well; we have a city we can be proud of.” Our vision statement is intended to describe Fate’s values, goals and
hopes for the future.
“Fate has an identity that sets itself apart. Located in the heart of Rockwall County, Fate is a quiet and
safe community with unique and vibrant character, quality housing, and abundant activities. Fate is a
great place for families”
This document is a culmination of these efforts. I want to thank those who were instrumental in making the Comprehensive
Plan a living document that can help guide and direct our steps as we move to a bright future. Growth is never easy, but if
you have a plan then growth can be smart growth, sustainable growth and visionary growth.
It has been my privilege to serve the City of Fate as the Chair of the Comprehensive Plan Advisory Committee along with all
those that have contributed their time and attention for the sake of our City. Special thanks to the members of the
Comprehensive Plan Advisory Committee, City Staff, Parks Board, P&Z Commission and City Council.

Lorne Megyesi
CPAC Cha i r
Ma yor, Ci ty of Fa te
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What’s Inside

1| Executive Summary
The City of Fate has embarked on an important journey with the creation of its 2015 Comprehensive Plan. This plan will
provide a unified vision of what Fate can become, as well as a long-range statement of the City’s public policy. It is important
to note that this plan is not a mandate. It is actually a flexible guide for City Staff and City decision makes to determine the
future of Fate. This plan was created through a Comprehensive Plan Steering Committee, which was created to guide the
development of actions, policies and future land use scenario for the City. The steering committee was comprised of diverse
stakeholders in Fate who were a part of the Comprehensive Plan development. A vision statement was created by the
committee to describe Fate’s values and goals for the future. The following vision statement is the basis for the entire plan.

Fate has an identity that sets itself apart. Located in the heart of Rockwall County, Fate
is a quiet and safe community with unique and vibrant character, quality housing, and
abundant activities. Fate is a great place for families.

GOAL 5

GOAL 4

GOAL 3

GOAL 2

GOAL 1

The plan is also guided by six principles: family atmosphere, small town character, active community, quality neighborhoods,
resource preservation, and fiscal responsibility. All recommended policies and actions in the plan relate to one or more of the
guiding principles. In addition to these principles, the plan is driven by five goals.

Land Use and Growth Management
Achieve a balance of land uses that promote a mix of development and build on smart growth principles, while
preparing for new residents and businesses.

Housing
Enhance the quality and attainability of housing and provide a mix of appropriate housing options to attract all ages.

Transportation
Plan for safe and efficient transportation that meets the current and forecasted demands of the City while focusing
on reducing future maintenance costs.

Parks, Trails, and Open Space
Establish an interconnected recreation system of parks, roadside trails, and greenbelt trails that serve the needs of
all ages and connect all areas of Fate.

Public Facilities
Plan for public facilities that will meet the demands of Fate’s growing population

Section 1| Executive Summary
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Each chapter ends with strategies to help to carry the plan forward and ensure successful implementation. The
implementation matrix at the end of the plan details each action by identifying the priority, implementation mechanism, and
the timeline. The implementation matrix is intended to help the City staff implement the plan in a fiscally-responsible and
sustainable manner. The following are the top 10 priorities from the implementation matrix. These 10 strategies will set the
plan in motion and ensure that future implementation of the remaining strategies is possible. The top 10 strategies are in no
particular order.

TOP PRIORITIES FOR CITY OF FATE
1.

Update the zoning ordinance and zoning map

2.

Incentivize development in Downtown to create a unique and attractive destination for
residents and visitors

3.

Maintain desirable lot sizes by requiring varying lots sizes

4.

Provide higher density options for young professionals and empty-nesters

5.

Develop a CIP for infrastructure funding and priority ranking of improvements

6.

Update codes to allow for alternative transportation modes, such as golf carts

7.

Expand existing parks and increase park level of service by acquiring parkland and installing
improvements

8.

Implement off-street trails along greenbelts and provide new pedestrian facilitates along
major corridors

9.

Establish a park and trail dedication ordinance

10. Provide for public safety services in advance of population growth

2
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2| Vision and Goals
What should the future hold for Fate? What will the City be like in 20 years? This section addresses these key questions and
identifies a vision for this comprehensive planning effort, as well as for the City in general. The vision will help guide growth
and development for the next ten years and beyond. This section will also be the basis for many of the recommended actions
and implementations efforts of this comprehensive plan.

Desired Outcomes
Through the planning process, we built upon the City’s vision of what Fate wants to be at build out and beyond. “Beginning
with the end in mind” assists the City in making difficult decisions because those decisions will be based on a clear vision for
the City. Without having a clear vision of the future, outside factors are more likely to play a greater role in determining its
future.
On Saturday, February 7, 2015 the planning team met with the City
Council to kick-off the comprehensive planning process. The goal of the
meeting was to create the desired outcomes for the plan. After an
introduction to planning and visioning exercises to build consensus on a
vision for the plan, the City Council created the desired outcomes in
Figure 1. The outcomes were then presented to the Comprehensive Plan
Advisory Committee (CPAC) and agreed upon by all members. These
desired outcomes were used to shape the goals and guide the plan.

Figure 1. Desired Outcomes for the Plan
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Issue Identification
The City Council and CPAC members identified issues –
both positive and negative – currently affecting Fate. While
Fate has excellent regional proximity, quality housing, and
two outstanding Independent School Districts, there is a
lack of resources and amenities in the City for residents to
utilize. Currently, residents must drive to Rockwall or Royse
City for basic needs such as groceries, dining, and
entertainment. The City Council and the CPAC described a
vision for unique, quality retail and entertainment options
along the IH-30 corridor.
The groups also envision a future for the downtown area.
Downtown Fate is currently underutilized, small, and
lacking in businesses to attract visitors. The groups agree
that there is little historical value to downtown and would
be open to building a new town center or downtown area
to attract visitors from around the region.
Additionally, both groups feel that Fate should continue to
be comprised primarily of quality, attainable, single-family
homes, while offering new housing choices like mixed use
or townhomes in certain areas.
The final issue identified by both groups was the lack of
activities and facilities for all ages, especially for youth. Fate
is comprised largely of young families, and the youth must
currently leave Fate for most sports and recreation. The
groups agreed that keeping Fate a place for families is the
primary focus for the future.

4
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Online Survey
An online survey was conducted to obtain input from citizens on the issues and desired future of Fate. The survey was
available online from April 8, 2015 to April 22, 2015, during which 406 residents completed the survey. The data was
presented to the CPAC committee to keep in mind during the development of the vision statement and goals. The
information received from the public was generally consistent with the feedback received from the CPAC and City Council.
The survey consisted of ten questions.

Q1 | The City should focus efforts to revitalize the downtown area into a walkable, vibrant area (e.g., live, work,
play)? Do you…

Strongly disagree

5%

Somewhat disagree

5%
27%

Somewhat agree

63%

Strongly agree
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Q2 | What types of uses would most appeal to you if they were downtown?

4%

Other

33%

A mixture of eveything

1%

Townhomes/condos/live-above apts.

3%

Professional services

7%

Nightlight & entertainment

52%

Unique restaurants & specialty boutiques
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%
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Q3 | Out of the following examples, which unique niche is most suitable for Fate? (Rank top 3 choices)

Niche Options

Total

Trails, camping, and physical fitness

287

Dog parks, small breweries/wineries, and food trucks

309

Cra fti ng, a nti ques , a nd a rt ga l l ery wa l ks

183

Live music and drive-in theatre

274

Urba n a gri cul ture

72

Seni or l i vi ng

35

Q4 | How important is it to be environmentally friendly, or “green”?

2%

Not important

17%

Neutral, only if it saves money

47%

Important, but only if it doesn't increase costs

34%

Very important, even if it costs a little more
0%
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5%

10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

Q5 | Pretend you have a large sum of money to spend to improve the City. How would you spend it?

12%

Other

16%

Community events

28%

Attracting new businesses

24%

Park/trail improvements or construction

41%

Road, water, sewer, and stormwater improvements
0%

5%

10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

Q6 | Complete Streets is a term that means streets for everyone, not just car traffic. They are designed for safe
access for all users, including pedestrians, bicyclists, and motorists of all ages and abilities. Is this important to
you?

10%

Not important

37%

Somewhat important

53%

Very important
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%
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Q7 | What would cause you to move away from Fate?

20%

Other

37%

Decline in public school quality

27%

Loss of rural and small town feel

6%

Higher density

10%

Increased traffic
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

Other answers: Higher taxes, Decline in the quality of development, high crime rates, not developing the
Downtown area, poor infrastructure, and lack of commercial and business development.

Q8 | What is the greatest opportunity for recreation in Fate?

6%

Other

27%

Athletic sports facilities

23%

Trails

28%

Developing new park land

16%

Improving existing parks
0%
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5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

Q9 | What are your top three recreation desires or needs? (Rank top 3 choices)

Open space/
natural areas

Trails

Playgrounds

Q10 | Do you have any other general comments or advice for the Comprehensive Plan Advisory Committee? (Note:
The comments below are a sample that represent many of the comments.)

“Part of what I love about
living in Fate is the small
town feel. However, it
would be nice to have a
few more restaurant
choices. I do not want to
sacrifice our less
congestion and small town
feel for bigger and better.”
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Vision Statement
The vision statement is intended to describe Fate’s values, goals, and hopes for the future at a high level. Building on
direction from the City Council and the online survey input, the CPAC members carefully created the following vision
statement to guide the development of this Plan.

Fate has an identity that sets itself apart. Located in the heart
of Rockwall County, Fate is a quiet and safe community with
unique and vibrant character, quality housing, and abundant
activities. Fate is a great place for families.
Comprehensive Plan Goals

GOAL 5

GOAL 4

GOAL 3

GOAL 2

GOAL 1

Goals are created to assist in the process of creating the comprehensive plan. Goals are high level statements that set a
general direction. Each section has a defined goal that should guide the focus of that particular topic.

10

Land Use and Growth Management
Achieve a balance of land uses that promote a mix of development and build on smart growth principles,
while preparing for new residents and businesses.

Housing
Enhance the quality and attainability of housing and provide a mix of appropriate housing options to attract
all ages.

Transportation
Plan for safe and efficient transportation that meets the current and forecasted demands of the City while
focusing on reducing future maintenance costs.

Parks, Trails, and Open Space
Establish an interconnected recreation system of parks, roadside trails, and greenbelt trails that serve the
needs of all ages and connect all areas of Fate.

Public Facilities
Plan for public facilities that will meet the demands of Fate’s growing population.

Section 2| Vision and Goals

CPAC Idea Charrette
On Wednesday, June 3, 2015, the CPAC members and the Parks and Recreation Board met to discuss key components of the
plan, reach consensus on certain issues, and set a clear vision for the future of the City. The members of the CPAC and Parks
and Recreation Board were separated into three groups to discuss specific topics. Each working group presented their
conclusions to the larger group and found that many of their thoughts and ideas overlapped. The following is a brief summary
of the topics and working group discussions.

Future Land Use and Growth Management
The group analyzed two proposed future land use scenarios and agreed on generally where open space, mixed use,
commercial, and other land uses should be located within Fate. Results of this exercise indicated that large lots and
agricultural uses should be located primarily on the fringes of the planning area, while the small pockets of mixed use should
be located downtown and along IH-30. Commercial development should remain primary along IH-30, near the intersection of
SH-66 and Ben Payne, and SH-66 north of CD Boren.

Parks and Trails
The group identified areas to add to the existing parks and trails system and discussed how to incorporate HOA parks into the
plan. As a result of this exercise, a major park was identified south of IH-30 to better serve the residents in the southern
portion of Fate. The potential future trails identified by the group lined up with the Complete Street areas the transportation
group identified.

Transportation and Housing
The group identified roadways that may be appropriate to convert to Complete Streets, which are designed to accommodate
vehicles, bicycles, and pedestrians. These roadways form a complete loop network and coordinate with trail planning. The
housing discussion focused on assessing what housing types are missing yet desirable within Fate, as well as possible
development guidelines to ensure continued quality development as Fate continues to grow.

Section 2| Vision and Goals
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3| Current Conditions
Planning effectively for the future requires an understanding of current conditions, such as population, demographics, past
planning efforts, and regional planning context. Understanding these factors paints a picture of Fate and allows for logical
and coordinated decisions to be made. Located approximately 28 miles from downtown Dallas, Fate is currently the third
fastest growing city (percentage increase) in the Dallas-Ft. Worth region according to the U.S. Census. Understanding the
City’s context and function within the region and planning for rapid growth will ensure that coordinated, informed, and
realistic strategies are developed.
Figure 2. Recent Population Growth

Population and Demographics
Figure 4 breaks down the age and gender details of Fate’s rapid population
growth. Currently, Fate is lacking in the 15 to 24 years age cohorts and the 70+
year cohorts. It is evident in that Fate’s largest age cohorts are 25 to 39 years,
and under 5 years. The high number of young families with children under 5
years old aligns with the recent growth that Fate has experienced. Many young
families seek to live in the suburbs to raise their family. When planning for the
future, the City should consider the life-cycle needs of the current population.
In the next 10 to 20 years, there will likely be a major shift toward a population
between ages 45 and 59, and a significantly larger group of teenagers and
young adults. It is critical that Fate offers housing to allow the current residents
to age in place without being forced to leave the community.
Figure 3. Age Cohorts and Gender
85 years and over
80 to 84 years

Source: 2010 U.S. Census and NCTCOG

75 to 79 years
70 to 74 years

Large population of
young families

65 to 69 years
60 to 64 years
55 to 59 years
50 to 54 years
45 to 49 years
40 to 44 years
35 to 39 years
30 to 34 years
25 to 29 years
20 to 24 years
15 to 19 years
10 to 14 years
5 to 9 years
Under 5 years

6%

4%

2%
Texas

0%
Female

Male

2%

4%

6%

Source: 2010 U.S. Census
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Figure 4. Age Distribution

Source: U.S. Census 2009-2013 ACS 5-Year Estimates

Figure 5. Income

$150,000 or more

$75,000 to $149,000

The median
household income in
Fate is $83,956,
compared to $51,900
in the State of Texas

$35,000 to $74,999

$10,000 to $34,999

Less than $10,000
0%

10%

20%

Fate
Source: U.S. Census 2009-2013 ACS 5-Year Estimates
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30%

Texas

40%

50%

60%

Figure 6. Educational Attainment

High educational attainment
attracts retail and industry

35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%

5%
0%

Less than 9th
grade

9th to 12th
grade, no
diploma

Fate

High school
graduate
(includes
equivalency)

Some college,
no degree

Texas

Associate's
degree

Bachelor's
degree

Graduate or
professional
degree

Source: U.S. Census 2009-2013 ACS 5-Year Estimates

Table 1. Race

Race is based on physical
characteristics, while ethnicity
is based on nationality or
cultural traditions.

Fate

Texas

One race

94.4%

97.7%

Whi te

84.5%

76.4%

Bl a ck or African American

13.0%

12.6%

Ameri can Indian and Alaska Native

4.1%

1.2%

As i an

3.1%

4.5%

Other

2.6%

7.6%

5.6%

2.3%

Two or more races

Source: U.S. Census 2009-2013 ACS 5-Year Estimates
Figure 7. Ethnicity

Hispanic

Non-Hispanic

Hispanic

Non-Hispanic

14.8%
37.9%

FATE

62.1%

TEXA S

85.2%
Source: U.S. Census 2009-2013 ACS 5-Year Estimates
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Figure 8. Means of Transportation to Work for Residents of Fate

Source: U.S. Census 2009-2013 ACS 5-Year Estimates

80% of all Texans drive alone to
work in a car, truck, or van

Table 2. Commute Time to Work
Les s than 10 minutes

8.4%

10 to 14 mi nutes

14.2%

15 to 19 mi nutes

12.7%

20 to 24 mi nutes

6.3%

25 to 29 mi nutes

3.3%

30 to 34 mi nutes

12.2%

35 to 44 mi nutes

12.7%

45 to 59 minutes

19.2%

60 or more mi nutes

11.0%

Table 3. Place of Work
Worked in county of residence

42.1%

Worked outside county of residence

57.5%

Source: U.S. Census 2009-2013 ACS 5-Year Estimates
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The average travel time to work is 31.4 minutes

Planning Context

Figure 9. City of Fate 2003 Master Thoroughfare Plan

Previous Plans
The City developed a brief comprehensive plan
document in 2002 that outline the City’s goals,
appropriate land use types, and desirable
development standards. In January 2003, a
Master Thoroughfare Plan was created to help
guide roadway development. This 2015
Comprehensive Plan will utilize the information
from past planning efforts to help create an
overall vision and guide for the City of Fate.

Source: City of Fate

The Regional Veloweb

Figure 10. NCTCOG Regional Veloweb

The Regional Veloweb is a 1,728 mile network of
existing and planned trails for bicyclists,
pedestrians, and other non-mortised forms of
transit. It contains planned connections in 10
counties and 117 cities. This effort is led by the
North Central Texas Council of Governments
(NCTCOG). It is important for Fate to plan trail
connections that tie into the Veloweb and to
coordinate with the NCTCOG, which can also
increase opportunities for funding sources. Within
Fate, the Regional Veloweb has identified planned
east-west routes along FM 552 (from FM 3549 to
the SH-66/Dallas, Garland & Northeastern
Railroad corridor). Two planned north-south
corridors include FM 3549 (from FM 552 south to
SH-276 and beyond) and portions of SH-66 (from
FM 552 to downtown) and then along FM 551 (from
downtown to SH-276).
Source: NCTCOG
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Figure 11. Rockwall County 2015 Thoroughfare Plan

Rockwall County Thoroughfare Plan
This plan was completed in 2008 by NCTCOG and is
comprised of three basic elements that individually
identify specific areas for improvement or set
standards for consistency. The three elements are
roadway recommendations, roadways
classifications, and roadways design standards.
Taken as a whole, these elements form the basis
for a comprehensive and cohesive roadway system
designed to meet current and future travel needs
for the County. This plan was updated in 2015 to
include 2035 recommendations.

Source: Rockwall County/NCTCOG

Figure 12. Rockwall County 2015 Open Space Strategic Plan

Rockwall County Open Space Strategic Plan
The Rockwall County Master Open Space plan
identifies 12 opportunity areas within the County,
three of which are within the City of Fate. The
areas will increase the parkland level of service by
providing additional parkland, and will connect
with the trail system.

Source: Rockwall County Open Space Alliance
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4| Land Use and Growth Management
This section is divided into three distinct elements. First is an explanation of the existing land use and physical constraints
that will help the City create a clear picture of the present and successfully plan for the future. Next is a discussion of the
future land use and potential concepts that could help establish Fate as a unique destination. Finally, the third element
outlines growth management strategies, which should be used in conjunction with the Future Land Use Plan Map to guide
land use decisions as the growth and development occur.

GOAL

Land Use and Growth Management
Achieve a balance of land uses that promote a mix of development and build on smart growth principles, while
preparing for new residents and businesses.

Existing Land Use
The planning area is made up of the City limits and the extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ). The ETJ is the area around the City
limits that the City can annex in the future and enact their current subdivision ordinance to ensure consistent and orderly
growth. Based on Fate’s population, the ETJ extends one mile beyond the City limits. As shown in Table 4, the planning area is
primarily comprised of vacant or agricultural land and the second largest land use is single-family homes. The high amount of
the vacant land and the lack of commercial and retail development makes Fate a prime area for future growth, especially
along the IH-30 corridor.
Table 4. Existing Land Use Distribution

City
Existing Land Use

Acres

ETJ
%

Acres

Planning Area
%

Acres

Acres/100
Persons

%

Residential
Si ngle-Family
Ma nufactured Home

1,282

19%

566

12%

1,848

18%

18.5

35

1%

308

7%

343

3%

3.4

Nonresidential
Commerci al
Reta il

234

3%

7

0%

241

2%

2.4

4

0%

0

0%

4

0%

0.0

Pa rks a nd Open Space

68

1%

0

0%

68

1%

0.7

Publ ic/Semi-Public

88

1%

12

0%

100

1%

1.0

556

8%

44

1%

600

6%

6.0

2,267

33%

937

20%

3,204

31%

32.0

Ri ght-of-Way
Tota l Developed Acreage
Fl oodplain

567

8%

588

13%

1,155

11%

11.6

Va ca nt/Agricultural

3,961

58%

3,098

67%

5,885

57%

58.9

Tota l Acreage

6,795

100%

4,623

100%

10,244

100%

102.4
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Figure 13. Existing Land Use in Planning Area
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31%

2%
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Parks and Open Space

Right-of-Way
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69%

Source: FNI

Single-family neighborhood
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Physical Constraints
Fate’s natural and built patterns have influenced the shape and growth of the City. Understanding such features, which
ultimately control and regulate City expansion, creates knowledge of how and where the City can grow in the future. These
patterns are divided into two primary categories: Natural constraints that examine the geographical aspects of Fate and built
constraints that examine features that have been constructed or added to the City.

Natural Constraints
Floodplain
Floodplain refers to the FEMA 1-Percent Flood Risk Zones that
are typically located along creeks and streams that run
throughout the City. Development generally should not be
planned in the floodplain area, as it can be challenging,
expensive, and possibly detrimental to downstream
development. The best uses for floodplain areas are parks, trail,
and preserved open space.
Creeks and Streams
Similar to the floodplain areas, the creeks and streams that run
throughout the City create an opportunity for parks, trail, and
preserved open space. Additionally, these areas can constrain
roadways because of increased cost to build a bridge across a
creek or stream.

Built Constraints
IH-30
IH-30 runs through the middle of the City and bisects the urban
fabric between the northern and southern portions of Fate. In
the future, the IH-30 corridor will bring commercial
development to serve the region and the residents of Fate. The
future trail system will incorporate IH-30 crossings to connect
both sections of the City.
Railroad Corridor
The Dallas, Garland, & Northeastern (DGNO) railroad corridor
runs parallel to IH-30 to the north and is used for moving
freight and goods. Currently, a train runs through Fate two
times per week. This line does not have the potential to
connect to the Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) system at this
time. While there are limited ways to develop along the rail
line, it could be incorporated into the parks and trails system to
allow for a trail to connect Fate and Royse City.
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Smart Growth Principles
The term “Smart Growth” refers to a modern urban planning concept which is intended to improve quality of life and create
more desirable and sustainable neighborhoods. Smart Growth aims to accomplish this through increasing neighborhood
walkability, decreasing urban sprawl, encouraging community involvement, and developing vibrant neighborhoods. The
following are the ten principles of Smart Growth. These principles have been considered throughout this plan, as appropriate
for Fate and its community.

1

Mix Land Uses
Promotes vibrant neighborhoods, increases pedestrian walkability, decreases traffic congestion

2

Take Advantage of Compact Building Design

3

Create a Range of Housing Opportunities and Choices

4

Create Walkable Neighborhoods

5

Reduces sprawl and infrastructure costs, conserves natural open spaces, increases pedestrian walkability,
decreased impervious coverage to lessen drainage needs

Allows a person to live in the community throughout their life by providing apartments, townhomes, condos,
starter homes, larger homes, low maintenance homes, and retirement centers

Increase safety with more “eyes on the street”, use pedestrian-oriented signage, sidewalks, seating, landscaping,
and lighting

Foster Distinctive, Attractive Communities with a Strong Sense of Place
Look and feel, building and street design, distinct identity, protect property values

Sidewalk cafe and mixed use

26
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6
7
8
9
10

Preserve Open Space, Farmland, Natural Beauty, and Critical Environmental Areas
Encourage compact development in appropriate locations to allow natural areas to remain intact, reduce future
flooding damage, and preserve natural beauty and charm

Strengthen and Direct Development towards Existing Communities
Promote infill development, reduce infrastructure costs, and conserve natural areas

Provide a Variety of Transportation Choices
Identify appropriate modes (primarily pedestrians, bikes, and vehicles), reduce traffic congestion, increase
neighborhood livability and desirability

Make Development Decisions Predictable, Fair, and Cost Effective
Clear development processes, consistent procedures and requirements, timely approval process

Encourage Community and Stakeholder Collaboration in Development Decisions
Citizen involvement in the Comprehensive Plan process, attendance at public meetings, input from developers and
land owners

Bike rental program
27
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Entertainment destinations

Conserved open space

Variety of housing types
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Future Land Use
Overview of Future Land Use Planning
The right of a municipality to coordinate growth is rooted in its need to protect the health, safety, and welfare of local
citizens. An important part of establishing the guidelines for such responsibility is the Future Land Use Map, which sets an
overall framework for the preferred pattern of development within Fate. Specifically, the plan designates various areas within
the City for particular land uses, based principally on the land use strategies outlined herein. The Future Land Use Map is
depicted in Figure 21. The Future Land Use Map is not a zoning map that deals with specific development requirements on
individual parcels; however, the zoning map should be based in part on the Future Land Use Map and related text of this
section. In general, this section is intended to be a comprehensive roadmap of Fate’s vision for its future land use pattern.
As one of the fastest growth communities in the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex, Fate is primed for growth. The opportunity to
make Fate a regional destination is now. This section has been developed to achieve the following:
•
•
•
•

Address the needs of the City as a whole
Address the concerns and issues raised by the CPAC and the general public as part of this planning process
Provide strategies for future development
Ensure that Fate is a family-friendly environment with small town character

Authority of a City to create a comprehensive plan is rooted in the Texas Local Government Code. Chapter 213 of the Texas
Local Government Code allows the governing body of a community to create a comprehensive plan for the “long-range
development of the municipality.” Basic recommendations for comprehensive planning are to address land use,
transportation, and public facilities, but may include a wide variety of other issues determined by the community. It is
important to note that a comprehensive plan is not a zoning ordinance, but rather is intended to be used as a tool to guide
development, infrastructure and land use decisions in the future. The comprehensive plan does, however, serve as a basis on
which zoning decisions are made, as specified by Chapter 211 of the Texas Local Government Code.

Land Use Exercises
The following is a summary of three exercises with the CPAC members that provided guidance for the development of the
Future Land Use Map:
•
•
•

Identification of Downtown Elements
Future Land Use Scenario Exercise
Niche Concept Exercise

Each exercise consisted of group discussion and visual activities to propose ideas and reach consensus. The results are
reflected in the Future Land Use Map and the Land Use and Growth Management Strategies.
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Identification of Downtown Elements
During the June 3, 2015 CPAC meeting breakout
sessions, the future land use group participated in an
exercise to determine what was appropriate and not
appropriate for future development within the
downtown area. The group reviewed pictures of
housing types, downtown elements, streetscape
elements, signage, and architectural features. The
group then came to a decision on whether the
elements were appropriate for Fate and placed them in
the corresponding box.

APPROPRIATE
• Small areas of multi-family housing
• Unique design for multi-family housing
• Townhomes/condos
• Monument signs
• Open seating areas in downtown
• Large planting boxes
• Trees and greenery
• Unique street signs and light poles
• New buildings made to look and feel older and
historic

NOT APPROPRIATE
• Wide streets
• Pole signs
• Garden-style apartments
• Bright-colored buildings
• Dated style of current downtown

30
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Future Land Use Scenario Exercise
Figure 16. Future Land Use Scenario A

Figure 17. Future Land Use Scenario B

During the June 3, 2015 CPAC meeting breakout sessions, the group reviewed two proposed Future Land Use Scenarios that
were created by the planning team for discussion. The group collaborated and discussed both maps to decide which elements
they liked and disliked. The group agreed on where open space, mixed use, and commercial uses should be located within the
city. The large lots and agricultural uses should be located primarily on the fringes of the city, while the small pockets of
mixed use should be located downtown and along IH-30. Commercial development should remain along IH-30 and SH-66. The
planning team utilized the information to prepare the final Future Land Use Map in Figure 21.
The Future Land Use Map includes more diversity in residential densities. The small urban density area is located closer to the
city center, while the rural density is located on the fringes of the City limits. The new map also incorporates more
commercial uses along the IH-30 corridor. The Downtown area is shown as primarily mixed use to allow for unique
development and niche uses.
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Niche Concept Exercise
The online survey, discussed in Section 2|
Vision and Goals, introduced the idea of
niche concepts that could be
incorporated as new land uses. The
niches are intended to promote unique
development and attractions in Fate. The
concepts were discussed with the CPAC
meeting in a small working group. The
group unanimously agreed that neither
camping nor a drive-in theatre were
appropriate niche concepts for Fate. The
group discussed the remaining concepts
and identified areas within the City that
were generally appropriate for the
specific niche. The group agreed that
many of the niche concepts go hand-inhand and could be located together.
Additionally, many of the niche concepts
do not require permanent locations, but
can move around the City. The following
sections discuss the elements and land
use implications of each niche, and
identify the area in Fate that is
considered the most appropriate
location.
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Figure 18. Niche Concept Location Exercise
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Niche Concept 1 | Farmers Market
Loca ti on: Downtown, Ci ty Hall, parks, dog parks or food truck area

• Promotes health
• No infrastructure
• Utilize existing park or parking lot
• Unique attraction
• Support local economy
• Set location or rotate locations
• Year-round or seasonal
• Support local growers

Niche Concept 2 | Fitness
Loca ti on: One north and one south of IH-30

• Promotes health
• Enhances quality of life
• Strengthens sense of community
• Youth activities
• HOAs could use their annual fees to install equipment
• Added value to park and trail facilities
• Investment with little to no fiscal return
• Possible liability concern

Niche Concept 3 | Food Trucks
Loca ti on: Downtown, Ci ty Hall, parks, dog parks, or fa rmers market

•
•
•

Community activity
Unique attraction
Existing park, parking lot, or set-up designated area

•
•

Easy to customize (hours, lights, parking, etc.)
Sales tax revenue

•
•

Family-friendly activity
Year-round or seasonal

•

Add to events, like the farmers market or dog parks
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Niche Concept 4 | Wineries/Breweries
Loca ti on: West side of the Ci ty, i n a n open area, and a way from
s i ngle-family residential neighborhoods

• “Craft” scale, unique attraction
• Outdoor seating
• Food and alcohol sales
• Entertainment for young people
• Creates a destination for visitors
• Not suitable near residential areas, unless in mixed use
or downtown district
• Creates jobs
• Supports local economy

Niche Concept 5 | Shopping
Loca ti on: Downtown a nd a long IH-30

• Unique attraction
• High sales tax and property tax revenue
• Creates jobs
• Active street life
• Supports the local economy and demand
• Creates a destination to attract visitors
• Boutique or chain shops

Niche Concept 6 | Dog Parks
Loca ti on: One north and one south of IH-30

• Off-leash, fenced in
• Rules and regulations
• Minimal landscaping
• Lighting
• Seating and amenities for dog owners
• Water spouts for dogs
• Small dog area and large dog area
• Connect to trail system
• Local attraction
• Noise considerations
• Possible City liability concern
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Niche Concept 7 | Live Music
Loca ti on: Downtown a rea

• Small town look and feel
• Unique attraction
• Attracts visitors
• Entertainment for young people
• Noise late at night
• Food and alcohol sales
• Not suitable around residential areas
• Great spot for food trucks
• Indoor and outdoor stage

Niche Concept 8 | Light Industrial
Loca ti on: Along IH-30 near western border

• Creates jobs
• Supports local economy
• Reduces traffic congestion
• Potential for heavy truck activity
• Not suitable near residential areas or downtown

Niche Concept 9 | Professional
Loca ti on: Along IH-30

• Creates jobs
• Supports local economy
• Reduces traffic congestion
• Attracts younger professionals
• Enhances the quality of life
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Future Land Use Calculations
Table 5 lists the categories of land use by acreage for the City limits of Fate and its ETJ. This information represents the
calculations from the recommended pattern of land use shown in Figure 21. Future Land Use Map.
Although municipalities in Texas do not have extensive land use control in the ETJ, land uses have been recommended
therein for two principal purposes. First, if and when the City annexes an area, the recommended use of the land is known
and it can be zoned accordingly. Second, it is important to know the intended land use when various types of studies are
conducted by the City or other public entities. Examples of such studies include population projections, engineering studies,
site location studies, and school enrollment projections.

Table 5. Future Land Use Distribution

City
Future Land Use

Acres

ETJ
%

Acres

Planning Area
%

Acres

Acres/100
Persons*

%

Residential
Rura l Density
Es ta te Density
Low Density
Suburban Density

876

17%

2,548

70%

3,424

38%

6.8

0

0%

363

10%

363

4%

0.7

548

10%

127

4%

675

8%

1.3

2,049

39%

49

1%

2,098

24%

4.2

32

1%

0

0%

32

0%

0.1

Urba n Density

Nonresidential
Nei ghborhood Retail/Office/Commercial

413

8%

25

1%

438

5%

0.9

Regi onal Retail/Office/Commercial

291

5%

8

0%

299

3%

0.6

Mi xed Us e

329

6%

0

0%

329

4%

0.7

Pa rks a nd Open Space

122

2%

0

0%

122

1%

0.2

Publ ic/Semi-Public

127

2%

3

0%

130

1%

0.3

4,787

90%

3,123

86%

7,910

89%

15.6

511

10%

501

14%

1,012

11%

2.0

5,298

100%

3,624

100%

8,922

100%

17.7

Tota l Developed Acreage
Fl oodplain
Tota l Acreage

*Based on 2032 projected population at a 10% growth rate (50,545)

Acres per 100 Persons
Calculating the acres per 100 persons is an important measure for a city’s retail base. A high ratio, 0.6 and above acres per
100 persons, is representative of a community that is capturing the retail demand generated by the local population, as well
as that of other nearby communities. A ratio around 0.5 acres per 100 persons is average, meaning that a community is
capturing most of the retail demand from the local population. A ratio between 0.3-0.4 acres per 100 persons is considered
low, and results when a local population is traveling elsewhere to patronize retail establishments. Based on the total
retail/commercial acreage of approximately 770 acres, Fates retail ratio of 1 acre per 100 persons indicates that Fate will be
able to provide a significant amount of the shopping needed for its local population and surrounding communities.
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Figure 19. Future Land Use Distribution
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8%
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Figure 20. Existing Land Use Distribution
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Future Land Use Map
The Future Land Use Map, shown in Figure 21, will serve as the City’s most complete long-range “roadmap” and establish an
overall framework for the preferred ultimate development pattern of the City based principally on balanced, compatible, and
diversified land uses. The Future Land Use Map should ultimately reflect the City’s long-range statement of public policy and
should be used as a basis for future development decisions.
Again, it is important to note that the Future Land Use Map is not a zoning map, which legally regulates specific development
requirements on individual parcels; rather, future amendments to the zoning map should be guided by the graphic depiction
of the City’s preferred long-range development pattern as shown on the Future Land Use Map. It is also important to note
that while the map itself is an integral part of the Comprehensive Plan, the land use strategies that support the map and
relate to how land use is developed are also important.
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Comparision of Existing Land Use and Future Land Use

40

Existing Land Use

Future Land Use

Very low density and very high single family density, with
little variation in between

Rural density on fringes of City and density increases
towards the center of the City

Very little retail

Retail along IH-30, SH-66, and FM 551

No regional destinations

Regional commercial location along IH-30

No mixed use

Mixed use along IH-30 and Downtown

Predominately HOA parks

New City-wide parks
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Future Land Use Types Defined
The land use designations on the Future Land Use Map can be divided into two general categories – primarily residential or
nonresidential land uses.

Residential

Rural Density

Rural Density
Rural density refers to single-family homes. The lots are typically
five or more acres.

Estate Density
Estate density refers to single-family homes. The lots are typically
one to two acres.

Low Density

Suburban Density

Low density refers to single-family homes. The lots are typically
15,000 square feet to one acre.

Suburban Density
Suburban density refers to single-family homes. The lots are
typically 5,000 to 14,999 square feet.

Urban Density
Urban density residential refers to townhouses, patio homes, and
detached condos. The lots are typically 5,000 square feet or less.

Urban Density
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Nonresidential

Neighborhood Retail/Office/Commercial
This land use is suitable for light retail, service uses and
professional office activities that aim to meet the needs of
residents in the immediate vicinity. Building designs should
be small in scale, typically one or two story and require
visibility from roadways. Development should orient
towards local traffic, but also allow for a comfortable
pedestrian environment. Landscaping is encouraged to
keep the area attractive, functional and minimize negative
impacts on nearby uses. Uses may include boutique retail
shops, small sized restaurants and services such as
financial, legal, and insurance.

Regional Retail/Office/Commercial
This designation is suitable for retail and professional office
activities that aim to meet the needs of both local and
regional residents. Light industrial uses also may be
appropriate in this area. A suitable location for light
industrial is south of IH-30 along the roadway in the far
western portion of the City. Building designs should be
larger in scale with unique architecture. A lifestyle center
would be suitable in this land use designation.
Development in this area should be unique and highquality, creating a destination area to attract visitors to
Fate.

Public/Semi-Public
This designation is representative of uses that are
governmental, institutional, or religious in nature. These
uses are generally permitted within any area.
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Mixed Use
Areas with this land use designation are intended for a mixture
nonresidential and residential land uses, with the primary use
being nonresidential. They are referred to as “mixed use”
because it is envisioned that these areas would be integrated
developments of office and retail, with a residential component.
Mixed use areas are intended to provide flexibility for the City
and the development community in order for innovative, unique,
and sustainable development to occur. Mixed use developments
should be pedestrian-oriented and integrated with one another.
Additionally, much of the mixed use designation will be located in
small pockets in the downtown area and along IH-30. There are
two types of mixed use – vertical and horizontal. Vertical mixed
use incorporates multiple uses in one building on different floors.
For example, a building could have shops and dining on the first
floor and residential and office on the remaining floors.
Horizontal mixed use combines single-use buildings on one lot
with a range of uses.

Parks and Open Space
Areas with this land use designation are representative of parks,
recreational amenities, and open spaces that are currently in
existence or planning; however parks and open spaces are
permitted within any area and are expected to increase with
future population. This land use designation in discussed in detail
in Section 7|Parks, Trails, and Open Space.
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Ultimate Capacity and Popualtion Projections
Ultimate Capacity
Ultimate capacity, or build-out, is the maximum number of residents the City can support given its current City limits and ETJ.
Fate has currently reached approximately 19 percent of its build-out population of approximately 52,542 people. This means
the City and its ETJ can add about 42,542 new residents to the existing population. Fate has a large amount of vacant land to
develop in the future. While development is important for Fate, open space should be preserved to ensure a high quality of
life for Fate’s residents. The ultimate population calculations consider the planned future land uses of these vacant areas. To
guide the City in planning for how many people may ultimately need to be supported, an assessment of Fate’s ultimate
population is provided in Table 6.

Table 6. Ultimate Capacity

DUA(1)

Occ.
Rate (2)

2,785

0.4

98.1%

3.09

100%

1,114

1,093

3,377

Es ta te Density

178

0.7

98.1%

3.09

100%

125

122

378

Low Density

113

1.7

98.1%

3.09

100%

192

188

582

1,558

4.0

98.1%

3.09

100%

6,232

6,114

18,891

32

6.5

96.1%

3.18

100%

208

200

636

241

40.0

96.1%

3.18

30%

2,892

2,779

8,838

Ul ti ma te Ca pa ci ty wi thi n Va ca nt Area s

10,555

10,296

32,701

Current (2015) Ci ty Li mi t Popul a ti on Es ti ma te

2,345

2,300

10,000

Current (2015) ETJ Popul a ti on Es ti ma te

3,314

3,251

9,841

Ultimate Population Capacity

16,214

15,848

52,542

Rura l Density

Suburban Density
Urba n Density
Mi xed Us e

PPH(3)

%
Residential

Future Projected

Vacant
Acres

Residential Land Use

Housing
Units

Source: U.S. Census & FNI Data
(1) Dwelling Unit Per Acre (Net Acreage)
(2) Occupancy Rate - 2009-2013 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates (DP04) for Rockwall County
(3) Person Per Household - 2009-2013 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates (DP04)
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Households

Population

Population Projections

Table 7. Growth Rate Scenarios

Growth Rate Scenarios

Year
5%

10%

15%

2015

10,000

10,000

10,000

2016

10,500

11,000

11,500

2017

11,025

12,100

13,225

2018

11,576

13,310

15,209

2019

12,155

14,641

17,490

2020

12,763

16,105

20,114

2021

13,401

17,716

23,131

2022

14,071

19,487

26,600

2023

14,775

21,436

30,590

2024

15,513

23,579

35,179

2025

16,289

25,937

40,456

2026

17,103

28,531

46,524

2027

17,959

31,384

53,503

2028

18,856

34,523

61,528

2029

19,799

37,975

70,757

2030

20,789

41,772

81,371

2031

21,829

45,950

93,576

2032

22,920

50,545

107,613

2033

24,066

55,599

123,755

2034

25,270

61,159

142,318

2035

26,533

67,275

163,665

Source: US Census (2000 and 2010) and FNI calculations

These population projections were calculated using a
Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR). It is often best to
predict growth based on the surrounding area. The three
scenarios were developed after researching growth rates in
other Rockwall County municipalities: Rockwall, Rowlett,
Heath, Royse City, and Wylie. Fate had the highest growth rate
during this time frame at 30 percent. This extreme growth rate
is relative to the population. As noted previously, there were
only 491 people residing in Fate in 2000; by 2010 the
population increased to 6,662. Even though a high amount of
growth is expected for the City, the future growth rates will not
be as extreme as 30 percent, but most likely around 10 percent
in the near term. According to Table 6, Fate’s ultimate capacity
is approximately 52,542.

Figure 22. 2000 to 2010 CAGR Comparison
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
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Fate
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Growth Management
The purpose of this Growth Management element is to recommend areas that may be appropriate for Fate to expand beyond
its present City limits. This element is not intended to be an annexation plan, but rather a discussion of areas that are logical
and reasonable for possible future expansion.

Annexation Overview
Annexation is the process of expanding the City’s boundaries. In doing so, the City is also required to extend municipal
services, regulations, voting privileges, and taxing authority for the purpose of protecting the public’s health, safety, and
general welfare.
Chapter 43 of the Texas Local Government Code prescribes the process of annexation and defines the two types of local
governments that exist in Texas:
(1) Home-rule: Cities with populations greater than 5,000 people may elect to be a “home-rule” city, which means the
city has authority to take any action that is not prohibited by state and federal laws.
(2) General law: Cities with populations 5,000 or less (or larger cities that have not elected to become a home-rule city),
which means the city only has the authority specifically granted by the state. Also referred to as “Dillon’s rule” cities.
Fate is a home-rule city; therefore, the City may annex land either voluntarily by petition of the landowner or involuntarily.
Benefits of annexation to residents include additional City services and protections, as well as protecting property values in
the area by ensuring quality development. Benefits to the City include tax revenue from residents who already use many of
the City’s services (e.g., parks, roads).
The ETJ serves two purposes:
(1) It prevents another city from annexing land that is within the ETJ of another city. Cities can only annex land that lies
within their extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ), which is determined by population and boundary conflicts. Based on
Fate’s population, the ETJ would extend one mile beyond the City limits. However, conflicts with the ETJs of
Rockwall and Royse City limit Fate’s ETJ to a smaller area.
(2) It allows a city to enforce its subdivision regulations within the ETJ. This gives cities some control over the
subdivision and development (especially the construction of public improvements) of land that is currently not
incorporated, but that will likely become part of the City in the future.
To summarize Chapter 43 of the Texas Local Government Code:
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•

The annexation must be contiguous to the city limits. Strip annexations of less than 1,000 feet are prohibited unless
initiated by the owner of the land (i.e., voluntary annexations).

•

The total amount of land annexed during any calendar year cannot exceed 10 percent of the City’s total area as of
January 1 of that year. If a city does not annex the full 10 percent during any given year, then the remainder may
carry over for use in subsequent years. Including acreage that is carried over from previous years, the area annexed
during a given calendar year cannot exceed 30 percent of the City’s total area as of January 1 of the next year. Note
that government property and voluntary annexations are not included in the total.

•

Public hearings, mailings, and notices in the local newspaper are required to solicit community input prior to the
annexation proceedings.

•

A three-year municipal annexation plan is required that specifically outlines that these annexations that may occur
beginning on the third anniversary of the date of adoption; however, the following exemption applies for certain
sparsely populated areas:
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•

o

No annexation plan is required for annexations of fewer than 100 tracts occupied by residential dwellings;
however, the municipality must use “generally accepted municipal planning principles and practices” when
defining the boundaries of such areas (Section 43.052(i)).

o

All procedural hearings and notifications must be followed and a service plan must be provided.

o

Properties that have an agricultural exemption for tax purposes must be offered a development agreement
for a period not to exceed 45 years (Section 212.0172(d)).

The local government must prepare an annexation service plan for the area to be annexed and make it available as
part of the public hearing process. The service plan must provide for the provision of “soft services” (fire/police
protection, solid waste collection, park access, etc.) and extension and maintenance of “hard services”
(infrastructure/capital improvement projects) in the annexation area.
o

“Soft services” must be provided immediately upon annexation.

o

“Hard services” must be provided to the annexed area in a manner consistent with the remainder of the
city. Improvements must be substantially completed within two and one-half years (or four and one-half
years if reasonably necessary). The city must provide at least the same level of services and maintenance of
infrastructure as the remainder of the city when considering topography, land use, and population density
similar to those in the annexed area. These requirements do not apply to voluntary annexations.

Figure 23. City Limit and ETJ
Boundaries in the Region
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Potential Annexation Areas
Figure 24 identifies 11 areas within the ETJ as possible future growth opportunities. These areas represent all of the
remaining land in the ETJ, which means that these likely represent the City’s ultimate boundaries in the future. Five areas
have been identified with a pink hatch pattern; these areas have a development agreement with the City for a period of
seven years, which means the areas will remain in the ETJ until that time. Table 8 corresponds to Figure 24, identifying the
acreage and number of parcels with residential dwellings in each area. This information is important because it affects how
and when the areas may be annexed.
Each potential annexation area is unique in terms of development, size, constraints, and other features. The following is a
brief outline of each area (in no order of priority).

Area A
Area A is the second largest potential annexation area within the ETJ. The
land is primarily undeveloped with the exception of approximately 40 singlefamily homes. This area has frontage on SH-66, Ben Payne Road, and FM
552. Additionally, this area is adjacent to the City of Rockwall and its ETJ.
This area includes a significant amount of floodplain, which could be a
challenge for future development.

Area B
This area is the largest of the potential annexation areas. The area is
adjacent to the ETJs of Rockwall and Royse City, and a small portion extends
into Collin County. The area has approximately 80 single-family homes and a
relatively small amount of floodplain.

Area C
Area C is a smaller potential annexation area that is completely surrounded
by the City limits with frontage along FM 552. Development in this area
includes approximately 32 large lot single-family homes.

Table 8. Potential Annexation Areas
Area

Parcels with
Dwellings

Acres

A
B

959

40

1,199

80

C

109

32

D

137

33

E

156

-

F
G

56

38

14

2

H

10

6

I

199

120

J

786

38

K

157

74

Area D
Area D is located along FM 552 near the intersection with SH-66, making it a relatively visible area. The area includes
approximately 33 larger lot single-family homes, several commercial businesses, and a limited amount of floodplain.

Area E
With frontage along IH-30, this area is the most visible of the potential annexation areas; however, the railroad and an
area of floodplain are constraints to future development. This area is located adjacent to Royse City and includes several
tracts of land with little or no existing development.

Area F
This area is completely encompassed by the Fate City limits. The area includes approximately 38 single-family homes,
which predate the homes in the surrounding City limits (constructed in the 1980s versus late 1990s/2000s).

Area G
Area G is a small area encompassed by City limits, including only two residential dwellings with agricultural uses.
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Area H
Area H is also a small area encompassed by City limits with about six single-family homes located within this area.

Area I
With approximately 120 homes, Area I is more populated than the other potential annexation areas. The vast majority of
homes within this area are single- and double-wide manufactured homes situated on large lots. This area is located
adjacent to Rockwall’s ETJ.

Area J
Area J is a large area located adjacent to Rockwall’s ETJ, Royse City’s ETJ, and Rockwall County unincorporated land. The
area is primarily undeveloped with the exception of approximately 38 single-family homes. The area is affected by
floodplain to the north, and by a utility easement passing through north-south.

Area K
This area is located adjacent to the Northview Village subdivision. It includes approximately 74 homes, which are a mix
of traditional single-family homes and manufactured homes. A large portion of this land is within the floodplain, creating
a challenge for future development/redevelopment.

Expansion of City utilities on south side of IH-30
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Expansion Considerations and Priorities
As the City continues to manage its growth, it is essential to evaluate the
community’s priorities along with situational characteristics to ensure that
future expansions are logical, desirable, and fiscally responsible.

Development vs. Progress

One important concept to keep in mind is that “development” is not always
synonymous with “progress”. The goal of annexation is to protect the
health, safety, and welfare of the community, not necessarily to increase
density. The community has expressed a strong interest in preserving Fate’s
small-town/natural character, promoting sustainable development, and
ensuring fiscal responsibility – all of which are supported by encouraging
growth to occur near the existing core of the City rather than on the
periphery. Annexation can be a useful tool for preserving low density or
rural areas, which could be a major asset for Fate due to its proximity to the
DFW Metroplex.

“Development tends to mean more
building and business. Progress, on the
other hand, means improvement…
development never results in
progress… sometimes towns have no
choice but to accept development…
sometimes, however, towns have a
choice.”
-Glenn Alan Cheney, 2005

The City is already providing water services to Area F, Area K, and portions of Area D, meaning that the City is providing
services with minimal return on its investment. These areas should be prioritized for possible annexation because the
required infrastructure is already in place, allowing the City to capitalize on its existing investment.
Priority areas also include those that are visible from major roadways and areas that are completely enclosed by existing City
limits. The City’s zoning regulations will apply to any land that is annexed into the City limits, allowing the City to require
quality building materials and design, limit outside storage and display, and other strategies to promote a positive identity for
Fate. The remaining areas of the ETJ should be evaluated by the fiscal, aesthetic, and social impacts of annexation.
Table 9 outlines the proposed priority order for future annexations by
year. It is important to note that this is a preliminary analysis; further
study and planning is needed prior to annexation of these areas. The
rationale behind the prioritization is summarized by the following:
2016:

2017:

Areas F and D are recommended first for annexation
primarily because the City is already providing services
to these areas. Areas C and D are visible from FM 552.
Area A provides an opportunity for preservation of
large lots and open spaces. Area E should be
considered because of its frontage along IH-30 and the
future regional trail proposed along the railroad.

Table 9. Proposed Annexation Priority Areas
by Year
Year

2016

2017

Area B should be considered due to the opportunity to
preserve large lots.

2018+: The remaining areas are considered lower priorities for
future evaluation. Note that Area I may require
inclusion in a three-year annexation plan due to the
number of residential parcels, however further study is
needed.

2018+

Area

Acres

F

56

D

137

A
E

959

C

109

B

1,199

G

14

H

10

K

157

J

786

I

199

Total

1,417

156

1,199

1,166

It is important to note that this is simply a recommended timeline for annexation. The timeline does not have to
be followed exactly. Annexation can occur slower than what is proposed. For example, only two areas might be
annexed in 2016 and the remaining three moved to 2017 or further in the future.
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Land Use and Growth Management Strategies
1|

Update the zoning ordinance and zoning map

fa mi l y a tmos phere

s ma l l town cha ra cter a cti ve communi ty quality neighborhoods

resource protection fiscal responsibility

To successfully implement the new land use and growth strategies discussed in this section, the City should update the zoning
ordinance and zoning map accordingly. This is the first step to change in Fate. Rezoning certain properties, adding standards
for home-based businesses, nonresidential building standards, and allowing for niche uses in certain areas are all elements to
be addressed by zoning ordinance and zoning map revisions. The City must make updates to the zoning ordinance that
encourage quality neighborhoods and promote desirable uses.

2|

Plan for the locations and development of niche uses

family atmosphere small town character active community

qua lity nei ghborhoods

res ource protecti on

fi s ca l res pons i bi l i ty

The first step to developing niche uses in Fate is to ensure the zoning allows for them. The potential areas discussed earlier in
this section should be rezoned to allow the identified niche use, but also to allow other uses in case the niche use does not
get developed. Unique uses and destinations require strategic planning and partnerships. The City should work the Fate
Development Corporation (FDC) to target these niche uses. Breweries/wineries, light industrial, and professional uses are
abundant in the DFW region, and relationships with these businesses can be formed by the FDC to help attract them to Fate.
In addition to the FDC forming key business relationships, the City can look for partnerships with in the City to help develop
niche uses. For example, the local businesses could coordinate to form a farmers market, animal nonprofits could be formed
to facilitate the dog parks, or there could be opportunities for residents and/or businesses to sponsor the fitness equipment
along the trails.

3|

Plan for home-based businesses with zoning, wifi, and workspace

family atmosphere small town character active community

quality neighborhoods

res ource protecti on

fiscal responsibility

The number of home-based businesses and employees who work from home are growing. This trend has many benefits like
reducing number of vehicle miles travelled, reducing congestion, improving air quality, supporting a family lifestyle, and
creating unique opportunities for employment. Home-based businesses will support Fate and make it a more attractive place
for young professionals and families.
The zoning ordinance should allow for home-based businesses in any residential area, along with standards to ensure the
business blends in with the residential community and does not compromise the character of the City. The City could
facilitate these type of businesses by providing a City-wide high speed internet service subscription to allow for internet
access in all parts of the City. The City can also support home-based and local businesses by providing opportunities at City
events and festivals for businesses owners to promote their product or service.
To promote business in the City, the FDC could also work to attract a privately-owned shared workplace with a coffee shop
atmosphere. This would greatly benefit the residents and also take the burden of maintenance off of the City. This shared
workspace could be free to use with purchase of food and drink, or there could be a small monthly membership to use the
workspace facilities. The business would serve two purposes: a resource center for business owners and a destination for
local residents. The technology component would allow business owners to utilize printers, computers, scanners, and other
relevant technology. Additional services such as meeting rooms with conferencing capabilities could also be provided to users
at a small fee. Important elements include: high-speed internet access, computers, printers, scanners, technology checkout
(cameras, laptops, etc.), meeting rooms with conferencing capabilities, collaborative workspace, private and quiet workspace,
multi-purpose room with movable tables and chairs, and a café for coffee and meals.
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4|

Develop standards for retention/detention ponds

fa mi l y a tmos phere

s ma l l town cha ra cter a cti ve communi ty quality neighborhoods

resource protection fiscal responsibility

Detention or retention ponds should be located between the
building and the street, viewable from public space, and accessible
by patrons to count as an open space requirement. They can also
include certain amenities to enhance the aesthetic appeal of the
area. Seating areas, public art, fountains, or tree planters are all
features that can be required. These standards should be adopted
in the subdivision ordinance or a stormwater management manual.

5|

Adopt the iSWM technical manual for technical standards on eco-friendly stormwater
management

fa mi l y a tmos phere

s ma l l town cha ra cter a cti ve communi ty quality neighborhoods

resource protection fiscal responsibility

The Integrated Stormwater Water Management (iSWM) technical manual was
developed by NCTCOG as a cooperative initiative that assists cities and counties to
achieve their goals of water quality protection, stream bank protection, and flood
mitigation, while also helping communities meet their construction and postconstruction obligations under state stormwater permits. The City should coordinate
with NCTCOG and adopt the iSWM technical manual to assist the public works
department with environmentally-friendly stormwater management techniques. The
technical manual has seven parts. Alternatively, the City may wish to adopt only
certain sections of the manual if necessary to meet the City’s needs.

Source: www.nctcog.org

6|

Encourage alternative energy sources and offer an incentive program

fa mi ly atmos phere

s ma l l town cha ra cter a cti ve communi ty qua l i ty nei ghborhoods

resource protection fiscal responsibility

The City should offer incentive programs for alternative energy
sources to promote eco-friendly activities. Solar panel incentive
programs can include offering rebates based on system and
building size. A maximum rebate can be set for large commercial
uses. Additionally, regulations should be developed and adopted
by the City. For example, wind turbines should be in the rear yard
and have a fall zone of at least to the height of the top of the blade.
Solar panels may be placed on roofs or on standalone poles in a
rear yard not exceeding the height of the main structure.
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7|

Partner with local organizations to offer courses on rain barrel installation and rainwater
harvesting

fa mi ly atmos phere

s ma l l town cha ra cter a cti ve communi ty qua l i ty nei ghborhoods

resource protection fiscal responsibility

To encourage residents to take part in eco-friendly activities, the City could partner
with local organizations to conduct rainwater harvesting and rain barrel making
classes. The Texas A&M Agrilife Extension Service partners with cities to offer a
“Make a Rain Barrel Class”. The fee is $50 to residents and includes all supplies.
Upon completion of the class residents will have constructed a 55-gallon rain barrel
and will also have been instructed on how to install an efficient irrigation system.
Many DFW cities, like the City of Arlington, have offered free rainwater collection
barrels to residents who were willing to come to City Hall and pick them up. This is a
cost-effective and easy way to implement water conservation efforts in the City.

8|

Continue strategic annexations and develop an annexation plan to ensure responsible growth

fa mi l y a tmos phere

small town character a cti ve communi ty quality neighborhoods

resource protection fiscal responsibility

The City should continue to pursue a gradual but sustained program of annexing some land each year. Table 9 on page 51
provides a recommended order of annexation over the next three years. While it is ideal to annex more land into the City to
ensure quality development, it is important that the City is able to adequately serve these areas without negatively impacting
the existing community. Also, note that certain areas, specifically Area I, may require a three-year annexation plan due to the
population density. The City may wish to consider a growth management study that would provide a more detailed analysis
of the impacts of annexation by specific area. Table 9 outlines a relatively ambitious annexation strategy that is intended to
generally show the fastest-pace options for expansion as permitted by State law, which may or may not be appropriate for
Fate. By following a more modest annexation program, the City would be better able to assess what areas it should consider
serving with public facilities and municipal services; it can then program the provision of facilities and services more
efficiently. An annual assessment should be conducted to determine how much land is being absorbed by development, its
proximity to existing services, and its impact upon the City’s budget.
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9|

Incentivize development in Downtown to create a unique and attractive destination for residents
and visitors

family atmosphere small town character active community

qua lity nei ghborhoods

res ource protecti on

fi s ca l res pons i bi l i ty

The existing downtown area is near the intersection of Fate Main Place and FM 551, and should remain in the same location.
This area should be a unique and vibrant destination that serves residents and visitors. The area should be walkable and have
an active street life.
While the downtown infrastructure is old, the area does not have designated or significant historical areas. Renovations and
new construction should be encouraged to update the architecture of the area. This area is an ideal location for townhomes
and patio homes, which will provide for different housing options within Fate. The downtown area is also ideal to develop
niche uses such as live music, farmers market, food trucks, and unique shopping. The area should provide a safe and friendly
environment for families during the day, and also appeal to the millennial generation at night with dining and entertainment.
In additional to permanent uses, the downtown area can also be a place to host special events. The street can be closed off
for these events to allow for pedestrian only traffic. This creates a safer and unique environment, while also providing more
space for temporary uses like food trucks, live bands, and farmers markets.
Pedestrians should feel safe in the downtown area. Elements to provide safety and walkability are wide sidewalks, clearly
marked crosswalks, lighting, signage, shaded areas, sitting areas, and building form to pedestrian scale. Other elements to
improve the downtown areas are enhanced pavement, detailed facades, street planters, windows facing the street, and
establishing build-to lines. Additionally the density should be increased in the downtown area to accommodate the new
improvements and housing elements.

10 | Brand the identity of Fate through usage of gateways, signage, banners, and a slogan
family atmosphere small town character a cti ve community qual i ty nei ghborhoods

res ource protecti on

fi s ca l res pons i bi l i ty

The City should develop marketing and branding strategies that establish a defined image for Fate. The City has created a
logo, website, social media accounts, and also has billboards promoting Fate along IH-30. These efforts are beneficial and
should be continued. The City should extend their branding efforts to include signage and banners around town. These
banners can be interchangeable to promote the City of Fate in general and also promote City events and festivals. Identifying
key gateways into the City will also allow City leaders to plan for aesthetic improvements in highly visible areas. IH-30 and FM
551 and SH-66 at the City limits are key gateway locations. It will be critical to coordinate efforts with the Fate Development
Corporation to ensure that a successful brand and image is portrayed. Continued partnerships with the FDC and other
organizations will help to strengthen the branding efforts.
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5| Housing
Housing and related neighborhoods are inherently unique, and that uniqueness makes it difficult to precisely define them.
Although such things cannot be easily described, a healthy neighborhood is generally made up of quality housing that is
occupied by residents who take pride in their homes and property. It is, therefore, in the public interest not only to maintain
individual housing units, but also to promote the overall well-being of neighborhood areas. To accomplish this requires
cooperative action by property owners, tenants, the municipality and volunteers - such cooperative efforts can achieve the
highest possible housing quality and environmental character within each neighborhood area.

GOAL

Housing
Enhance the quality and attainability of housing and provide a mix of appropriate housing options to attract all ages.

Existing Housing Types
Fate’s growth and development is very recent compared to most cities in the DFW region, and because of this the housing
stock is generally new. Neighborhood Preservation and Housing Maintenance strategies can be implemented to ensure the
existing housing stock does not decline rapidly. These strategies are discussed in detail at the end of this section.

Newer Housing Stock

Woodcreek Neighborhood Entrance

81 percent of Fate’s current housing stock was built between the
2000 and 2009; as a result, much of the housing stock in Fate is in
sound condition. Many of the homes are in master planned
subdivisions and HOAs, which include private amenities. The main
three HOAs are Woodcreek, Williamsburg, and Chamberlain
Crossing.

Municipal Utility Districts
Municipal Utility Districts (MUDs) are a political subdivision of the
State of Texas. MUDs are authorized by the Texas Commission of
Environmental Quality (TCEQ) to provide services within their
boundaries. These services can include water, sewage, drainage,
electricity, and natural gas. The infrastructure for these areas are
installed by the MUD and maintained by the City. The following are MUDs in or around Fate:
•

Woodcreek MUD 1

•

Woodcreek MUD 6

•

Woodcreek MUD 7

•

Woodcreek MUD 8
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Older Housing Stock
The older housing stock in Fate is generally located near the Downtown area and in the southeast quadrant of Fate. These
homes are an asset to the City because they contribute to the small town character that Fate is striving to maintain; however,
if the homes are not well maintained on the outside then they could become a hindrance to Fate in the future. Increased
code compliance, façade improvement programs, and community-wide clean-up days are just a few ways Fate can help in
maintaining the older housing stock. The redevelopment effort should start in the downtown area and then gradually extend
outward to the southwest. Housing maintenance strategies are discussed in more detail at the end of this section.

Housing Southwest of Downtown

Housing North of Downtown

Figure 25. Housing Characteristics

2,345
units

98.1%

91.9%

1 unitdetached

owneroccupied

Source: U.S. Census 2013 American Community Survey
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$171,900
median
housing
value

$1,641
median
gross rent

171
rental units

Life-Cycle Housing Options
A quality community is one that provides a variety of housing options for the full cycle of life. It is important to understand
the implications that housing type has on the community. It is generally recognized that as an individual progresses through
life, their requirements, necessities, and general expectations for what they consider to be “home” will change. For example,
young singles and young couples without children may wish to live in a location where activities are present or within close
proximity to transit and/or work. Such options are considered amenities that contribute to their particular needs. The next
stage of life may require additional space as the family start to grow. They want larger family space, more bedrooms, and a
yard, among other things. Empty nesters, generally older households with no children living at home, may also require
different housing options.
A growing trend is for smaller houses with less yard space, particularly among baby boomers. This trend may indicate that
yard and house maintenance may become less of an amenity and more of a liability as the population ages. Fate should aim
to provide housing options that are available in all types and sizes to accommodate different stages of life including the
young and singles population, the young couples, families with children, empty nesters, retirees and seniors (including
independent, assisted living, and nursing homes). Planning a life-cycle community takes into consideration that housing
preferences may change throughout one’s life and allows for a resident to live in Fate throughout their entire life.

Figure 26. Types of Life-Cycle Housing

Multi-Family

Starter Home

Move-up
Home

Empty Nester

Adult Living
Complex

Assisted Living
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Residential Densities
Figure 29 shows the acreage distribution that corresponds to the Existing Land Use Map; Figure 30 corresponds with the
Future Land Use Map. It is important to note that these charts assess the amount of acreage within each density category
and not the number of homes; therefore although Estate Residential comprises 52% of the land area according to the Future
Land Use Map, it is likely that more homes will be located within the Suburban Density Residential due to smaller lot/home
sizes. The most dense housing is primarily located near the center of Fate, including the Woodcreek subdivision. The second
largest density is one acre of greater and is primarily located on the fringes of the City. This is an appropriate location for
larger lots, and helps to maintain the small town character. The remaining levels of density are generally found south of IH30. While the density levels in Fate are appropriately located, the City should strive for more of a variety in the future to
ensure housing choices for the full life-cycle.

Figure 29. Current Acreage Distribution (Percentage of Acres within Each Range)
0%
17%

24%

21%

38%

<5,000 sqft

5,000 -15,000 sqft

1 - 4 acres

5+ acres

15,000 sqft - 1 acre

Figure 30. Future Acreage Distribution (Percentage of Acres within Each Range)
0%

32%

52%
10%
6%
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Housing Strategies
11 | Maintain desirable lot sizes by requiring varying lots sizes
fa mi ly atmos phere

small town character a cti ve communi ty quality neighborhoods

res ource protecti on

fi s ca l res pons i bi l i ty

Most lots in Fate are 1/4 acre (10,000 sq. ft.) or less, or larger than one acre. The City should continue to plan for lots
between these sizes. While these are desirable lot sizes, the City should encourage the development of lots between 1/2 acre
and 3/4 acre to encourage more diversity in lot sizes and housing types. A maximum lot size of 3/4 acre will allow the City to
be fiscally responsible in terms of infrastructure. These mid-range lot sizes will help in attracting new residents to Fate. The
zoning ordinance must be updated to reflect this strategy by only allowing mid-range lots for new subdivisions, or requiring a
certain percentage of lots be in the mid-range.

12 | Update the single-family design standards
fa mi ly atmos phere

small town character a cti ve communi ty quality neighborhoods

res ource protecti on

fi s ca l res pons i bi l i ty

Most recent residential development in Fate has been created through Planned Unit Developments (PUDs). While Fate has
quality development, it would be beneficial for the City to establish design standards to allow the developers to design and
build subdivisions without having to go through the PUD process. The design standards should include elements of building
design to be incorporated in certain areas or in all areas of the city. The following are design standards that will help maintain
and create the quality small town character desired by Fate:
•

80% masonry or fiber cement siding (existing regulation)

•

Anti-monotony requirements to prohibit the same home design from being built too close together

•

Garage setbacks to prevent “snout houses” where the garage is the focal point

•

Garage door design when visible from the roadway

•

Architectural design menu options to allow for variation and creativity

•

Covered front porches on homes in dense areas that are intended to be pedestrian-friendly

Architectural Features

Garage Door Design
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13 | Provide higher density options for young professionals and empty-nesters
family atmosphere s ma ll town cha ra cter a cti ve communi ty quality neighborhoods

res ource protecti on

fi s ca l res pons i bi l i ty

While Fate desires to remain primarily single-family homes, it is still important to offer a variety of housing options, especially
for young professionals and empty nesters. These two age groups have the potential to grow in the future with the addition
of business and industry, and with the large population of school-aged children getting older and eventually leaving home.
Many young professionals currently commute to Dallas and Greenville from Fate and many empty-nesters desire to live in
Fate to be closer to their grandchildren, but do not want to maintain a large lot and/or home. The following options should
be considered to add housing variety to Fate and can be implemented in strategically planned areas within the City:

64

•

Patio homes (also called “zero lot lines”)

•

Townhomes

•

Higher density apartments/mixed use near Downtown

•

Cluster development oriented toward a common green space

•

Detached condos (single-family homes with yards maintained by a homeowners association)

Example of Patio Homes

Example of Townhomes

Example of High Density/Mixed Use

Example of Cluster Development
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14 | Update codes to require block configuration that encourage walkability and pedestrian-oriented
areas
fa mi l y a tmos phere

small town character active community

quality neighborhoods

resource protection fi s ca l res pons i bi l i ty

It is important for future development to encourage walkability and pedestrian-oriented areas, and create unique
neighborhoods. This can be achieved by implementing standards for residential block design.
•

Layout should be curvilinear yet require a connected grid system

•

Street design should include traffic calming elements (e.g., sidewalks, lighting, crosswalk)

•

Streets should be single-loaded when adjacent to open space or creeks

•

Low, suburban, or urban density neighborhoods should have a maximum block length of 650’ to 900’.

Figure 31. Example of Interconnected Block Design
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15 | Ensure neighborhoods are buffered and connected with transitional uses
fa mi ly atmos phere

small town character a cti ve communi ty quality neighborhoods

res ource protecti on

fi s ca l res pons i bi l i ty

In typical neighborhood development, homes are screened from roadways and surrounding commercial uses with screening
walls, primarily masonry walls. While the masonry walls add aesthetic appeal, they can easily separate a neighborhood from
the surrounding nonresidential uses and prohibit connectivity. Instead of only using screening walls, nonresidential uses
should be used to serve as transitional uses to buffer residential areas from higher intensity nonresidential areas. These
transitional uses help to connect the neighborhoods to other areas of the community, provide proximity to goods and
services for residents, and allow for ease of access and walkability. Each future neighborhood must be analyzed to determine
the proper uses that need to be placed nearby, and this can be done by asking “What makes a good neighbor?” Generally,
good neighbors to single-family neighborhoods are recreational centers, small-scale retail, neighborhood grocery stores, and
professional uses. Examples of uses that are less desirable as neighbors are hotels, big box retail, and automotive uses.
•

Ask the question “what makes a good neighbor?” when planning future developments, working with
developers, and considering rezoning requests

•

Factors to consider include traffic, noise, smell, aesthetics, and safety

•

Continue to require masonry screening walls around residential areas along roadways

16 | Establish preservation and maintenance programs to preserve existing neighborhoods
fa mi l y a tmos phere

small town character a cti ve communi ty quality neighborhoods

res ource protecti on

fiscal responsibility

Fate’s growth and development is very recent compared to most cities in the DFW region, resulting in much of the housing
stock in generally good condition. Neighborhood preservation and housing maintenance strategies can be implemented to
ensure the existing housing stock does not decline rapidly.
Neighborhood Preservation
A preservation strategy is appropriate for those areas with predominately sound, quality housing, which minimizes the need
for future rehabilitation programs. A majority of Fate’s housing stock falls into this category, and the City should adopt
policies to sustain and protect existing desirable conditions. This can most successfully be achieved by proactive code
enforcement in and around these areas. An effective neighborhood preservation strategy includes the continued provision
and maintenance of adequate utilities and community facilities, such as parks, schools and streets. The Development Services
Department should play a lead role in promoting code compliance to implement the neighborhood preservation strategy.
Housing Maintenance
The housing maintenance strategy is appropriate in areas where the housing units are substantially sound but are in need of
minor repairs (maintenance that homeowners can accomplish themselves, such as paint), which applies to some of the
homes in the Downtown area and in the ETJ. The intent of the housing maintenance strategy is to target areas where a
relatively small amount of effort could be expended to improve the quality of housing and reduce the likelihood of further
deterioration of the units. The City should encourage homeowner maintenance in these areas. Code enforcement should
continue efforts to clean up overgrown lots, remove junk cars, and other “clutter” visible from the roadway. Proactive
intervention can result in housing units being improved, which would enhance the overall image of the neighborhood and
preserve the housing stock.
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17 | Develop a CIP for infrastructure funding and priority ranking of improvements
fa mi l y a tmos phere

s ma l l town cha ra cter a cti ve communi ty

quality neighborhood res ource protecti on

fiscal responsibility

New Improvements
The best strategy for cities is to create capital improvement funds that ensure funds are available for major street
improvements and replacement projects as needed in the future. Funding for capital improvement projects are effective
asset management tools and their use is imperative to keeping neighborhoods viable. Generally, funds for CIP projects are
from bonds and referendums but funds form the City’s general fund can also be used. The CIP schedules projects and
improvements over many years to ensure that the City is being fiscally-responsible. The CIP also ensures that projects are
constantly happening which improve the overall quality of City infrastructure. It is more cost effective in the long-term to do
a few projects every year, instead of trying to do everything at once. The use of this strategy is critical to avoid being caught
in a degrading street system cycle of costs that will have a dramatic effect on the fabric of the existing neighborhoods, while
at the same time, the existing neighborhoods degradation creates more demand for newer neighborhoods with new
infrastructure.
Maintenance
A reinvestment strategy to fund infrastructure maintenance at adequate levels for streets, curbs, and sidewalks can provide
residents with confidence that their city will maintain their neighborhood infrastructure. Cities, as they grow, often opt for
fully funding public safety and other growth related costs of new infrastructure, but may lag behind in basic city street
maintenance services. Debt levels and resulting tax rates can grow quickly for new projects while the City’s assets continue
to degrade in existing neighborhoods. As an example, concrete streets have a life-cycle of about 40 years. During the first 20
years, virtually no significant maintenance issues are seen, but the next 20 years is when these type of roads need
attention. Generally, infrastructure maintenance funding should come out of a city’s general fund. The City of Fate can
promote its future financial and neighborhood sustainability by increasing the budget for preventative street maintenance
and overlays, and by establishing a capital replacement fund that can be used for significant maintenance and street
reconstruction costs. Additionally, by reviewing new roadway cross-sections and minimizing the total number of lane-miles
for new infrastructure (i.e., not overbuilding roadways), the City can vastly reduce its future maintenance and operational
costs on streets and reduce its long term liabilities for capital replacement.
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6| Transportation

GOAL

Transportation plans are a blueprint for future investment-related decisions into the transportation system. It is also
important for the City to be aware of County-wide transportation efforts that will affect the City and coordinate city plans
with the regional planning efforts. Regional and other plans should be used as a reference when considering a wide range of
growth and development decisions. The Rockwall County Thoroughfare Master Plan should be a key tool in planning for the
future development of Fate.

Transportation
Plan for safe and efficient transportation that meets the current and forecasted demands of the City while focusing
on reducing future maintenance costs.

Rockwall County Thoroughfare Plan
The Rockwall County Thoroughfare Plan
was last updated in December 2008 by
Rockwall County and the North Central
Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG)
and is currently being updated. It is
important for Fate to maintain coordination
with this plan and County staff to ensure
that County and local roads are coordinated
and tied to future growth and development
plans. Additionally, funding can be easier to
secure with regional coordination. The
thoroughfare plan shows SH-66 running
east-west through Fate as a four-lane
arterial and this will provide easier
connectivity to Rockwall and Royse City.
Ben Payne Road will provide north-south
connectivity as a four-lane arterial. Other
four-lane arterials will be Sun Valley Drive,
FM 551, CD Boren Parkway, and Blockdale
Road. At this time, the Rockwall County
Thoroughfare Plan is still being finalized.
Source: Rockwall County
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FM 551 and IH-30 Interchange Improvements
This current project will construct a new overpass to widen FM 551 from a two-lane to four-lane divided roadway. This new
structure will ultimately accommodate the future six-lane section of IH-30. This new interchange will allow for quicker and
more efficient access into the City of Fate from IH-30.

Figure 32. Progress as of June 3, 2015

Figure 33. Proposed Plans from TxDOT

70 keepitmovingdallas.com
Source:
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Source: Rockwall County

Existing Transportation Conditions
Fate has two major thoroughfares that run through the City limits – Interstate 30 and State Highway 66. It is important to
coordinate these roadways with surrounding cities to ensure consistency along the routes.

Interstate 30
IH-30 runs east-west through Fate and provides a direct connection to Rockwall, Dallas, and Royse City. This roadway
provides Fate with an opportunity to attract regional travelers to the City by providing unique amenities, shops, and dining
that cannot be found in nearby Rockwall or Royse City. Currently, TxDOT is updating the intersection of IH-30 and FM 551.
The new overpass will allow for easier access onto FM 551 which is the main entry into the City. The ultimate cross-section of
IH-30 will be six lanes with two-lane frontage roads.

State Highway 66
SH-66 runs east-west in the western portion of Fate and then runs north-south in the northeast portion of the City. This
roadway supports local travel around Fate and Rockwall County.

Thoroughfare Plan
The Thoroughfare Plan, Figure 34, shows the future roadway network and classifications for Fate based on the plan
developed by Kimley-Horn and Associates. This map is intended to coordinate with county roadway planning and help guide
the development of roads within the City. As development occurs, many roadways will need to be widened to accommodate
additional traffic. The map allows residents and developers to see where the City anticipates future roadway expansions;
however, this map can be updated to incorporate any new developments or traffic demands.
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Transportation Strategies
18 | Implement elements of Complete Streets on appropriate roadways
family atmosphere small town character active community

quality neighborhoods

resource protection

fi s ca l res pons i bi l i ty

Complete Streets are streets for everyone. They are designed to enable safe access for automobiles, pedestrians, and
bicycles. Complete streets integrate sidewalks, bike paths, cross walks, on/off street bike lanes, and other elements to make
it safe to cross the street while allowing safe passage for automobiles. This can also include traffic calming techniques which
alert drivers that pedestrians may be present and encourage them to slow down, such as cobblestone crosswalks,
landscaping, etc. During the June 3, 2015 CPAC workshop roadways suitable for the Complete Streets concepts were
identified. Complete Streets strategies have also been integrated with the existing and future open space and trails network.
Potential roadways for Complete Streets include:
• FM 552
• Ben Payne Road
• SH-66
• Blackland Road
• Memorial Road
• All future roads and road rehabs
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19 | Update codes to allow for alternative transportation modes, such as golf carts
family atmosphere small town character a cti ve communi ty quality neighborhoods

resource protection fi s ca l res pons i bi l i ty

To maintain Fate’s small town character and atmosphere,
motorized electric carts can be allowed as an alternative mode of
transportation. An ordinance should be passed to ensure the safe
operation of motorized carts on City streets. This mode of
transportation will also allow residents to travel between
subdivisions and visit the HOA amenity centers without using an
automobile. Cities around Texas have passed similar ordinances –
Galveston, Georgetown, League City, Kyle, Trophy Club, and Port
Aransas. The motorized carts must be permitted by the City and
driven by a licensed driver. “Motorized carts” means electric and
gasoline powered carts, typically referred to as golf carts, but must
have a minimum of four wheels and an attainable top speed not
greater than 25 miles per hour (MPH). This term excludes ATVs,
four-wheelers, or vehicles such as Kawasaki Mules and John Deere
Gator type carts.
The permitted motorized carts can be allowed on City streets that have a
posted speed limit of 35 MPH or less. This will allow for connectivity between
neighborhoods and creates a more relaxed atmosphere in the community. The
motorized carts should also be required to have two operational headlamps,
two operational tail lamps, side reflectors, parking brake, rear-view mirrors,
horn, and a slow-moving vehicle emblem for additional safety.

20 | Continue to coordinate with the Rockwall County Thoroughfare Plan and other regional agencies
fa mi ly atmosphere s mall town cha ra cter a cti ve communi ty qua l i ty nei ghborhoods

res ource protecti on

fiscal responsibility

The City should continue to maintain working relationships with regional agencies by being an active participant in regional
meetings and initiatives. Open communication with Rockwall County is important to ensure that Fate’s transportation needs
are clearly addressed in future transportation plan updates. In addition, coordination with TxDOT is important to optimize
access and circulation on State roadways and participation in the NCTCOG planning efforts may also help to position Fate for
funding opportunities.
The City of Fate and its local partner agencies benefit from being successful in acquiring state and federal funds for highway
projects within the City, however the City should remain aware of the financial condition of the state and federal
governments. Poor maintenance on state roads in Rockwall County creates dangerous driving conditions and transfers direct
additional costs to the City’s residents in the form of car repairs. The City also has higher costs due to the requirement of
deploying Public Safety staff to accidents. There are also temptations to overbuild the City’s own road system, make added
contributions to the state system, or take over state facilities to compensate for the state’s financial inability to manage and
maintain its assets. It is possible that TXDOT facilities in the City, while being improved and built now, may not be adequately
maintained by the state in the future. This could put the City at risk to take over maintenance, and potentially even capital
replacement, for these facilities in the future. Every newly added state funded project should be viewed through the lenses
of this possibility.
Regional coordination also includes the need for the City to monitor the future construction of roadways in surrounding
cities, and plan accordingly, to ensure proper connection. If the City does not plan alongside the efforts of surrounding
communities, then many of these roadways could abruptly scale down or up in the number of lanes at the Fate City limits. It
is also important to plan around the built-out roadways that connect to Fate from surrounding cities.
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7| Parks, Trails, and Open Space
A vital component for a community is the space devoted to satisfying active and passive recreational needs. The quantity of
this space and its distribution within the population generally indicates the quality of local park and recreation services.
Furthermore, all these spaces collectively are considered to be elements that enhance and contribute to the quality of life
found in the community. In order for the open space to be counted towards meeting the total required acres, it must be at
least 0.3 acres in size and must have street frontage on at least one side. The overall drive of this plan remains the same,
‘guide future park development’ and ‘establishing an interconnected greenbelt, parks, and trails system’ (2006 Master Parks
and Trails Plan Report, SEC Planning Consultants).
The Parks, Trail, and Open Space Plan can aid the City in seeking funding opportunities and coordinating with existing and
future Homeowners’ Association (HOA) efforts. This plan outlines a planning process, long-term vision and the guidance to
make informed decisions. It establishes direction for the next 10 years to meet both current and future park and trail needs.
The plan identifies community desires for recreational uses and associated park growth areas as well as emphasizing trail
recommendations. The plan is intended to help coordinate local efforts for Fate and to work in conjunction with Rockwall
County, area schools, local organizations, developers, and NCTCOG.
It is important recognize the existing HOA parks within the City. Often, private facilities like HOA parks are excluded from
needs assessments or standards recommendations. However, for Fate, the existing HOA parks provide the majority of the
existing park service levels and provide an important service to the community. Future coordination with master planned
communities is prudent. Additionally, all park facilities within HOAs will be maintained by the HOA.

GOAL

Parks, Trails, and Open Space
Establish an interconnected recreation system of parks, roadside trails, and greenbelt trails that serve the
needs of all ages and connect all areas of Fate.

Study Area and Park Planning Areas
To better study the park system and meet the needs of the residents, two park planning areas were created with the
assumption that IH-30 is a major park service barrier for most residents. The use of planning areas is not intended to
discourage or limit connectivity, parkland dedication, funding, or creativity in park design. The two planning areas are the
areas north and south of IH-30. An initial assessment found many benefits to subdivide the City’s park planning efforts and
they include:
•

Existing natural and built barriers

•

To help understand park service needs

•

To aid with implementation and parkland acquisition locations
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Recreational Facility Standards
The purpose of the facility standards is to establish guidelines for parks and trails. These classifications balance amenities and
access, and are appropriate for the community’s size and existing conditions. The following classifications and general
considerations were developed to promote a park system that is measurable and supports the community’s vision. The
classifications create a hierarchy of park types through sizes, location, recreational types, and service areas.

Mini Parks
Mini parks are the smallest park unit for Fate’s park system and are
used to address limited, isolated, or unique recreational needs.
Generally, these park types are centrally located in a neighborhood
and serve a limited population or smaller group of residents. They
often serve as a neighborhood center to define character or as a
place-making element. In addition, mini parks can be used as a
neighborhood stabilization technique to increase branding, property
values, and the livability of a specific neighborhood. These parks
should be very accessible, limited in purpose, and provide close-tohome park services. They can also offer a range of passive and active
recreational amenities but are usually not designed for organized
team sports.

Figure 35. Mini Park

Table 10. Mini Park Standards

Size

Service Area

Service Level

1 a cre or l es s

.25 mi l e ra di us

.25 to .50 a cres /1,000 res i dents

Location

Site Selection

Geographic center of res i denti a l
nei ghborhoods

Tra i l a nd s idewalk a ccess, l ow-volume s treet, a dequa te
s oi l s , gentl e s l ope

Development Considerations
Res i dent i nput duri ng des i gn

Protecti on from
s un

Sa fe pedes tri a n a cces s

Mi ni ma l vehi cl e pa rki ng

Pa rk s i gna ge

La nds ca pe pl a nti ngs a nd trees

Typical Amenities

78

Pl a yground wi th fa l l s urfa ce

Ga rden or water
fea tures

Pa s sive recreation elements (ta bl es ,
benches , tra s h recepta cl es )

Ha rd s urfa ce court

Sma ll l awn a rea

Wa l ks a nd s ma l l s ha de s tructures
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Neighborhood Parks
This unit of the park system serves as the recreational and social focus of the neighborhood. In Fate, these may also include
amenity centers for HOAs because they serve the entire subdivision. Neighborhood parks are larger in size than mini parks
and focus on serving a broader population to meet the recreational needs of several neighborhoods and a larger geographic
section of the community as a whole. They are still limited in population served and should be very accessible. The
neighborhood parks for Fate are smaller than community parks but their contribution to levels of service and amenities for
residents are much greater than traditional mini parks. These medium-sized parks should generally be located in the center of
neighborhood areas.
Figure 36. Neighborhood Park

These parks may also serve to preserve natural resources
including creeks, streams, slopes, greenbelts, or floodplain
areas. Neighborhood parks should include a range of both
active and passive recreation opportunities and needs that are
not featured at mini parks. They should consist of amenities for
all user groups but are not intended for only organized team
sports.

Table 11. Neighborhood Park Standards

Size

Service Area

Service Level

5 to 10 a cres

.50 mi l e ra di us

2 a cres /1,000 res i dents

Location

Site Selection

Geographic center of res i denti a l
nei ghborhoods /center to s evera l
nei ghborhoods

Tra i l a nd s idewalk a ccess, l ow-volume s treet, a dequa te
s oi ls, gentle slope, s treet access, near greenbelt, space for
pa rki ng

Development Considerations
Res i dent i nput duri ng des i gn

Protecti on from
s un

Sa fe pedes tri a n a cces s

Surfa ce a nd on-s treet pa rki ng

Pa rk s i gna ge

La nds ca pe pl a nti ngs a nd trees

Typical Amenities
Pl a yground wi th fa l l s urfa ce

Ga rden or water
fea tures

Pa s sive recreation elements (ta bl es ,
benches , tra s h recepta cl es )

Ha rd s urfa ce court

Pa vi l i on(s )

Wa l ki ng tra i l /tra i l hea d

Support facil i ti es (ma i ntena nce)

Open l awn a rea
a nd pres erved
na tura l a rea

Spl a s h pa ds or s wi mmi ng pool
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Community Parks
Community Parks are larger in size than neighborhood parks.
Their focus is on serving a broad population to meet the
recreational needs for a large geographic section of the
community. Community parks include a wide range of active
and passive recreation opportunities. They can help to provide
those recreational needs that are not featured at neighborhood
parks. These parks may also serve to preserve natural resources
including creeks, streams, slopes, greenbelts, or floodplain
areas. Community parks consist of amenities for all user groups
and should include facilities for organized team sports.
Community parks can also include an array of special
recreational amenities like sports complexes, a trail network,
fitness-focused equipment and educational facilities.

Figure 37. Community Park

Table 12. Community Park Standards

Size

Service Area

Service Level

25 to 100 a cres

1.5 mi l e ra di us

5 a cres /1,000 res i dents

Location

Site Selection

Ma xi mi ze s ervi ce a rea , but
mi ni mi ze overl a p i n covera ge;
cons i der phys i ca l ba rri ers

Tra i l a ccess site, a dequa te s oi l s , gentl e s l ope, na tura l
fea tures, situa ted a l ong greenbel ts , vehi cul a r a cces s

Development Considerations
Res i dent i nput duri ng des i gn

Protecti on from
s un

Sa fe pedes tri a n a cces s

Pa rki ng ba s ed on progra mmi ng

Pa rk s i gna ge

La nds ca pe pl a nti ngs a nd trees

Typical Amenities
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Pl a yground wi th fa l l s urfa ce

Ga rden or water
fea tures

Pa s sive recreation elements (ta bl es ,
benches , tra s h recepta cl es )

Ha rd s urfa ce court

Pa vi l i on(s )

Wa l ki ng tra i l /tra i l hea d

Support facil i ti es (ma i ntena nce)

Open l awn a rea

Spl a s h pa ds or s wi mmi ng pool

Sport or pra cti ce fi el ds

Res trooms

Pres erved na tura l a rea
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Greenbelt Parks and Preserves
Greenbelt parks and preserves are lands set aside for preserving
natural features, constructed improvements, unique landscapes,
open space, or visual aesthetics. These areas can serves as trail
corridors and passive recreational amenities. In addition, these
systems are used to protect wildlife and natural processes or
provide for floodways or drainage.

Figure 38. Greenbelt Park and Preserve

Greenbelt parks and preserves can help create site amenities for
adjacent uses and should be thought of as a community asset.
Maintenance is generally not a major factor as much of the
space is non-programmable. However, occasional maintenance
and safety checks will be needed. These types of recreation
areas have many important functions including connecting parks
and points of interest within the City. Also, they emphasize
natural environments while allowing for uninterrupted
pedestrian movements throughout the City. Finally, they provide
a unique sense of place and often enhance property values.

Table 13. Greenbelt Park and Preserve Standards

Size

Service Level

Service Area

Determi ned by exi s ti ng na tura l fea tures

Enti re ci ty

Location

Site Selection

Na tura l corri dors

Integrate with tra ils, neighborhood access, public-pri va te
pa rtners hi ps

Development Considerations
Res i dent i nput duri ng des i gn

Pa rk s i gna ge

Sa fe pedes tri a n a cces s

Es ta bl i s h a mi ni mum wi dth (50' mi ni mum/200' i s opti ma l )
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Trail Facilities
All pedestrian and bicycle facilities should meet the minimum standards required by the recommendations of the American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) in their publication Guide for the Planning, Design and
Operation of Bicycle (Pedestrian) Facilities. Pavement striping, signage and signals should be in accordance with the local
Code and the most current Texas version of the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD). Hike and bike trails and
side paths should be accessible and traversable by physically disabled persons and should comply with the guidelines set
forth by the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA), as enforced in Texas by the Architectural Barriers Section of the
Texas Department of Licensing and Regulations.

Principles for Trail Placement and Access
Generally, off-street trails should follow the existing greenbelt system framework, including natural features, areas of
significant tree coverage or creek corridors. Roadside trails or side paths are also a trail type for Fate. A key design element
will be tying these natural systems into existing and proposed developments.
The trail system should incorporate access points throughout the community in order to maximize usability. Trailhead access
should be located in existing and future parks. Each neighborhood unit should have access points to adjacent trails that may
be between residential lots, along neighborhood streets, along cul-de-sacs or near neighborhood entrances. The access
points should be based upon the total trail frontage, with one access point for every 1/2 mile of frontage. This will ensure
that all neighborhoods fronting the trails have at least one access point and that larger neighborhoods will have multiple
access points. All trail access points should be clearly marked by signage and provide trail identification to trail users.

Table 14. Trail Facility Standards

Figure 39. Greenbelt/Off-Street Trail

Greenbelt/Off-Street Trails
Size and Placement

Purpose

Materials

Fol low existing greenbel t s ys tem,
na tura l fea tures , tree covera ge,
creek corri dors

Empha size safe
pedes tri a n
tra vel to a nd
from pa rks and
a round
communi ty

Ha rd or s oft
s urfa ce concrete,
a s pha l t, or
decompos ed
gra ni te

10-12 ' wi de (8' mi ni mum)

Roadside/Side Path Trails
Size

Purpose

10-12' wi de (12' is i deal for s ervi ce
vehi cles and high tra ffi c vol umes )
a nd na rrow to 10' i n vi ci ni ty of
s treet i nters ecti on.
Al l tra ils s hould have addi ti ona l 2'
of gra ded a rea on ea ch s i de of
pa vement. 3' of hori zonta l a nd 810' of overhea d cl ea ra nce.

Figure 40. Roadside/Side Path Trail

Ti e existing and
propos ed
devel opments
together

One-way tra ils should be a voi ded.
If us ed, clearly mark wi th s i gna ge
a nd be 4-6' wi de.
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Materials
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Smooth, ha rd,
a l l -wea ther
pa vi ng concrete or
a s pha l t

Park Inventory
City staff and the consultant team conducted an inventory of all existing recreation sites, including HOA facilities. Information
recorded in the field also included a quantitative inventory for park facilities and equipment. A park inventory matrix, Table
16, was prepared to document total counts and is instrumental in determining a facility-based needs assessment.
The City currently has nine recreation sites - two are public facilities and seven are private HOA facilities. The inventory does
include two HOA parks that were planned at the time of this comprehensive plan. Planning for future livability requires an
assessment and understanding of existing recreation facilities. In order to understand deficiencies based on the developed
classifications, the following inventory provides a baseline understanding for parks as they existed at the beginning of the
comprehensive planning process.

Table 15. Existing Recreation Sites

Park Type

Number of Parks

Total Parkland
Acreage

Mi ni Pa rk

4

8

Nei ghborhood Park

4

23

Community Pa rk

1

27

Greenbelt Pa rk a nd Preserve

-

-

Total

9

58

Note: This inventory includes public and HOA parks

Playground at Smith Park
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NH

Williamsburg
Amenity HOA
(Private Facility)

58.09

Total

^ Lighted facility
^^Practice facility

0.00

Trail

27.15

Roadside Trails Total

Roadside Trails

Community Park Sub
Total

27.15

Smith Family Park
(Public Facility)

COM.

22.94

9.44

7.00

Neighborhood Park
Sub Total

Woodcreek Amenity
HOA (Private Facility)

NH

NH

Spring Meadow HOA
(Private Facility)

4.50

2.00

4.50

NH

Mini

Future Williamsburg
Park HOA (Public
Facility)

1.50

Chamberlain
Crossing Amenity
HOA (Private Facility)

Mini

Future Woodcreek
Park HOA (Private
Facility)

1.00

8.00

Mini

Woodcreek HOA
(Private Facility)

1.00

Acreage

Mini Park Sub Total

Mini

Old City Park (Public
Facility)

Park Name

Classification

Table 16. Park Inventory Matrix
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Parking

Signage
Trails

0

1

0

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

0

Yes

6.17

3.93

3.93

0.57

0.57

1.00

0.30

0.35

0.35

0.67

0.25
Future

1

16

6

4

2

10

3
Future

1

1

Pavilion

Not
Plann
ed
0.25
Future

0.17^

Restroom
6

Yes

Yes

Benches

No

No

Picnic Table
10

5

5

5

4
Future

1

Trash
Receptacles
15

4

4

3

1

2

8

4
Future

3

1

Charcoal Pit/Grill
3

2

2

1

1

Drinking
Fountain
1

1

1

Pond
5

4

1

2

1

1

1
Future

Play Area/ Play
Equipment
6

1

1

2

1

1

3

1
Future

1

1

Basketball Court
1

1

1

Baseball Field
1

1

1^^

Soccer Field
2

1

1

1

1

Swimming Pool
3

3

1

1

1

Community
Buildings
2

2

1

1

1

1

1

Disc Golf Course

Needs Assessment
The needs assessment is a multifaceted analysis used to identify whether parks and trails are being effectively supplied to
meet the needs of the community. The data and information being assessed is based upon community input, existing park
conditions and facilities. Results are quantified and later matched with available lands and future amenities to ultimately
determine current and future needs. The desires and deficiencies identified form the basis for recommendations. This needs
assessment relies also on public comments, staff knowledge, and stated desires.

Demand‐Based Analysis
A demand‐based analysis essentially relies on public input, as determined through
various community engagement channels, to identify park needs. In its simplest
form, this assessment is purely a reflection of community desires. In this case,
community engagement included the CPAC meetings, an online survey, and input
from the City’s Parks and Recreation Board.

Standards‐Based Assessment
The standards‐based assessment uses established guidelines set by the National
Recreation and Park Association (NRPA). A Level of Service (LOS) is described for
park types and how they serve the community. LOS figures represent a specific
acreage of parkland, number/type of facilities, or number of parks needed per
given population or area. Three types of standards were examined:
1. Acreage
2. Parkland

Top Park Desires or Themes
1. Developing new park land
2. Sport fields (baseball, softball,
soccer and practice facilities)
3. Trails and connectivity
4. Playgrounds
5. Uses for all age groups
6. Outdoor venue for community
events

3. Facility

The online survey said…
 The top three recreation desires or needs are open space/natural
areas, trails, and playgrounds.
 The greatest opportunities for recreation in Fate are athletic sports
facilities and developing new parkland.
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Target Level of Service Acreage

Key Terms

A minimum of 10 acres per 1,000 residents is commonly used as a guide for
park planning. According to the NRPA, Close‐to‐Home Parks (Mini,
Neighborhood, and Community Parks) acreage should be between 0.25 and
10.25 per 1,000 residents. See Table 17 for Fate’s recommend TLOS acres
per 1,000 persons.

ALOS: Acreage Level of Service, NRPA’s
Recommended Baseline
CLOS: Current Level of service
TLOS: Target Level of Service for Fate
Close‐to‐Home Parks: Mini,
Neighborhood, and Community Parks

Table 17. Park Standards
ALOS Acres per 1,000
Persons

Recommended
Acres for Fate

Recommended Service
Area for Fate

TLOS Acres per 1,000
Persons for Fate

Mini Park

0.25 to 0.5 acres

1 acres or less

About 0.25 mile radius

0.5 acres

Neighborhood Park

1.0 to 2.0 acres

5 to 10 acres

About 0.5 mile radius, or
single neighborhood

2.0 acres

Community Park

5.0 to 8.0 acres

25 to 50 acres

1.5 mile radius up to 2.0 mile,
multiple neighborhoods

5.0 acres

Varies

Varies

Varies

Varies

Park Type

Greenbelt Park and Preserve

Note: The standards are developed for both public and HOA facilities
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Parkland Service Levels

Key Terms

Table 18 identifies park acreages needed for the 2015 population, 2020
projected population, and 2025 projected population based on the TLOS.

ALOS: Acrea ge Level of Service, NRPA’s
Recommended Baseline

Current Population

CLOS: Current Level of s ervice

For the current population of 10,000, 75.0 acres are needed in the Close-toHome Park category – 5.0 acres for Mini Parks, 20.0 acres for Neighborhood
Parks, and 50.0 acres of Community Parks. The CLOS for Close-to-Home Parks is
5.81 acres per 1,000 residents, just below the TLOS of 7.5 acres. Currently, no
Greenbelt Parks or Preserves exist in Fate. In total, Fate has a CLOS of 5.81
acres, well below the recommended TLOS of 12.5 acres.

TLOS: Ta rget Level of Service for Fate
Close-to-Home Parks: Mi ni ,
Nei ghborhood, and Community Pa rks

In the Other Parks category, 50.0 acres are needed for the current population.
This results in a total of 125.0 acres of parkland needed to meet current demands.
Future Population
For 5-year projections, Close-to-Home Parks need a total of 120.8 acres and the Other Parks category will need 80.5 acres, for
a total of approximately 201.3 acres dedicated to parks.
For 10-year projections, Close-to-Home Parks need a total of 194.5 acres and the Other Parks category will need 129.7 acres,
for a total of approximately 324.2 acres dedicated to parks.

Table 18. Park Acreage Analysis Table
Existing Park
Acres

ALOS per 1,000
Persons

CLOS per
1,000
Persons*

TLOS per
1,000 Persons

2015* TLOS
Park Acres
Needed

2020** TLOS
Acres
Needed

2025***
TLOS Acres
Needed

Mini Park

8.0 acres

0.25 to 0.5 acres

0.8 acres

0.5 acres

5.0 acres

8.1 acres

13.0 acres

Neighborhood Park

22.9 acres

1 to 2 acres

2.3 acres

2.0 acres

20.0 acres

32.2 acres

51.9 acres

Community Park

27.2 acres

5 to 8 acres

2.7 acres

5.0 acres

50.0 acres

80.5 acres

129.7 acres

Subtotal

58.1 acres

6.25 to 10 acres

5.81 acres

7.5 acres

75.0 acres

120.8 acres

194.5 acres

N/A

Varies

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Subtotal

0.0 acres

5 to 10 acres

0.0 acres

5.0 acres

50.0 acres

80.5 acres

129.7 acres

Total

58.1 acres

11.25 to 20.0
acres

5.81 acres

12.5 acres

125.0 acres

201.3 acres

324.2 acres

Park Type

Close-to-Home Parks

Other Parks
Greenbelt Park and Preserve

*Based on 2015 estimated population of 10,000
**Based on 2020 estimated population of 16,105
***Based on 2025 estimated population of 25,937
Note: This analysis includes public and HOA parks
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Close-to-Home Parkland Acreage Needed to Close the Gap

Key Terms

Table 19 examines CLOS and TLOS for Close-to-Home Park categories to
determine future land acquisition needs. Fate’s has a CLOS of 5.81 acres per
1,000 persons for Close-to-Home Parks. This shows that both Mini and
Neighborhood Parks are close to recommended standards while Community
Parks are currently deficient in the number of acres provided.
Based on the Table 19, the City would need to acquire 9.3 acres of
Neighborhood Parks and 53.3 acres of Community Parks by 2020 – a total gap
of 62.7 acres for 2020. The Table also projects a total deficiency of 136.4 acres
by 2025. Based on this section’s standards, Fate would be short approximately
one neighborhood park and one community park by 2020.

ALOS: Acrea ge Level of Service, NRPA’s
Recommended Baseline
CLOS: Current Level of s ervice
TLOS: Ta rget Level of Service for Fate
Close-to-Home Parks: Mi ni ,
Nei ghborhood, and Community Pa rks

Table 19. Level of Service and Acquisition
Existing Park
Acres

CLOS per
1,000
Persons*

TLOS per
1,000 Persons

2020** TLOS
Acres Needed

Acres Needed
to Meet 2020
TLOS

2025*** TLOS
Acres Needed

Acres Needed
to Meet 2025
TLOS

Mini Park

8.0 acres

0.8 acres

0.5 acres

8.1 acres

0.1 acres

13.0 acres

5.0 acres

Neighborhood Park

22.9 acres

2.3 acres

2.0 acres

32.2 acres

9.3 acres

51.9 acres

29.0 acres

Community Park

27.2 acres

2.7 acres

5.0 acres

80.5 acres

53.3 acres

129.7 acres

102.5 acres

TOTAL

58.1 acres

5.81 acres

7.5 acres

120.8 acres

62.7 acres

194.5 acres

136.4 acres

Close-To-Home
Park Type

*Based on 2015 estimated population of 10,000
**Based on 2020 estimated population of 16,105
***Based on 2025 estimated population of 25,937
Notes:
This analysis includes both public and HOA parks
Based on recommended size standards alone, approximately 0 mini parks short for 2020 and 2 short for 2025
Based on recommended size standards alone, approximately 1 neighborhood parks short for 2020 and 2 to 3 short for 2025
Based on recommended size standards alone, approximately 1 community parks short for 2020 and 2 short for 2025
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Facility Level of Service
In Table 20, Fate’s facilities were equated to NRPA and standards from comparable cities. This Facility LOS is used to
determine current and future needs by defining how many people are serviced by a particular amenity type. An example
would be one soccer field per 5,000 residents. Fate’s Facility LOS was determined by examining LOS recommended in NRPA
standards, existing public demand, current LOS and by studying the facility standards for similar cities. The recommended
TLOS for this community was then adjusted and a target number of facilities were projected for the 2020 and 2025
populations. These projected numbers of facilities needed per amenity types identify deficiencies or gaps in future service.
This is critical information for park staff to identify how future parks funding will be invested and how existing and future
parks will be improved. Generally, service gaps for 2020 and 2025 are not projected for: disc golf, swimming and multi-use
courts. The top deficiencies are seen in soccer fields, softball fields, football fields, baseball fields, pavilions, play areas, tennis
courts, trails, and indoor recreation centers.

Table 20. Facilities Analysis (does not include the needs for renovation and redevelopment of existing equipment and facilities)
Facility

Existing
Current LOS*
Facilities

Recommended
TLOS

2020 Target # of
Facilities

Current Gap**

2025 Target # of
Facilities

Current Gap***

Soccer Fields

2

1/5,000

1/5,000

3

1

5

3

Softball Fields

0

1/0,000

1/10,000

1

1

2

2

Baseball Fields

1

1/10,000

1/8,000

2

1

3

2

Football Fields

0

1/0,000

1/20,000

1

1

1

1

Disc Golf Course

1

1/10,000

1/30,000

1

0

1

0

Swimming Pools

3^

1/3,333

1/30,000

3

0

3

0

Pavilion

1

1/10,000

1/4,000

4

3

6

5

Play Area

6

1/1,667

1/2,000

8

2

13

7

Tennis Courts

0

1/0,000

1/10,000

1

1

2

2

Basketball (multiuse)

1

1/10,000

1/10,000

1

0

2

1

Volleyball area

0

1/0,000

1/15,000

1

1

1

1

Skate park

0

1/0,000

1/30,000

0

0

1

1

Amphitheater

0

1/0,000

1/40,000

0

0

1

1

6.17 miles

1 mile per
1,620

1 mile per 2,000

7.34

1.17

10.79

4.62

0

0.00 s.f. per
person

1 s.f per person

16,105 s.f.

25,937 s.f.

25,937 s.f.

Trails

Recreation Center

^Private facilities
*Based on 2015 estimated population of 10,000

16,105 s.f.

**Based on 2020 estimated population of 16.105
***Based on 2025 estimated population of 25,937
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Parks, Trails, and Open Space Strategies
21 | Expand existing parks and increase park level of service by acquiring parkland and installing
improvements
family atmosphere small town character active community quality neighborhoods resource protection fiscal responsibility

The Current Level of Service for Fate is approximately 5.81 acres per
1,000 persons. Based on input during this process and other park
assessments and coverage analysis, it is recommended that the Close‐
to‐Home Parks Acreage Level of Service be increased to 7.5 acres per
1,000 persons (0.5 acres for Mini Parks, 2.0 acres for Neighborhood
and 5.0 acres for Community). The 7.5 acres per 1,000 residents would
include Mini, Neighborhood, and Community Park types. When
compared to similar cities across Texas, Fate’s recommended Target
Level of Service for park acres is on the lower end but still provides a
high park expectation and are appropriate based on current LOS.
When combined with Other Park types (Greenbelt Parks) an additional
5.0 acres per 1,000 residents is recommended with a majority of this
acreage focused on preservation of greenbelts, open space, and trail
corridors. The overall park service level for Fate is recommended at
12.5 acres per 1,000 persons. These Other Park category acreages are
on the low end of national rankings and state LOS averages. The
additional Other Park categories have been added because trail, open
space character, and greenbelt corridors were demand‐based items.

Figure 45. Splash Pad in Park

Figure 46. Athletic Facilities

In 2015, the City of Fate retained Conventions, Sports & Leisure
International to conduct a feasibility study for a new sports
complex. This report examines financial feasibility, ability to generate
local economic spending/tax revenue, potential return‐on‐investment,
and the benefits to the community’s quality of life. The study identified
the most likely users of a sports complex in Fate would be for baseball,
basketball, lacrosse, football, soccer, softball, and volleyball. The study
recommends including at least eight fields for baseball or softball and
four fields for soccer, lacrosse, or football to accommodate both local and tournament users. The estimated cost of
construction is about $14.6 million in addition to annual operating expenses. Over the expected useful life of the proposed
Fate Sports Complex, the net present value of net new direct, indirect and induced spending in Fate is estimated to be $337
million. This level of new spending is estimated to support an average of 170 new jobs. The fiscal benefit to the City over the
life of the complex is estimated at about $6.8 million in sales and hotel tax revenue. The study provides a variety of options
for ownership and funding opportunities and revenues generated by the facility, however the construction of such a facility
likely indicates that a sports complex is a long‐term goal that requires advance financial planning and public‐private
partnerships.
The priority of developing new parks generally depends on market demands; however, if a priority ranking was
developed, the two new community parks should be the highest priority. Fate’s greatest need is large community parks.
One of the large community parks should be multi‐use with athletic fields, recreational uses, a splash pad, and fitness
trails; alternatively, this need could be met through a sports complex facility.
Table 21 outlines the expansions that should be considered to expand existing parks and increase the park Level of Service.
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Table 21. Expansion Considerations for Expanding Park Level of Service
North of IH-30

South of IH-30

Acquire parkland in the most underserviced areas.

Acquire parkland in the most underserviced areas.

Provide appropriate mini park service levels as recommended in the
park facility standards section.

Provide appropriate mini park service levels as recommended in the
park facility standards section.

Coordinate with future master planned neighborhoods and existing
neighborhoods to implement five new neighborhood parks in Urban
and Suburban Density land use areas in the next 10 years.

Implement new community park south of IH-30, likely in the southeast
portion of the City.

Implement new multi-purpose community park to serve local needs.
The park should have athletic fields, recreational uses, fitness trails,
splash pad, etc.

Expand programming at Old City Park. New facilities at Old Family
Park should encourage community events and provide a place for
residents to gather. A stage for outdoor concerts and a pavilion would
increase the uses of the park.

Expand programming at Smith Family Park. Based on the needs
assessment, particularly community input, new sport fields facilities
should be included at community parks. The park can expand to
include new soccer, baseball or softball fields. The park has space
available for increased facility service levels.
An alternative to including multiple sports fields at Smith Family Park
is to focus on the development of a sports complex facility. The
facility should be located along IH-30; however the location could be
either on the north or south side of the highway.

22 | Implement off-street trails along greenbelts and provide new pedestrian facilitates along major
corridors
family atmosphere small town character active community

quality neighborhoods

resource protection

fi s ca l res pons i bi l i ty

This effort will require a phased approach with milestone goals to implement a given number of linear feet per year. The
trails and off-street facilities provide the desired links to key points of interest in the community such as schools, future parks,
other existing trails and non-residential areas. While a trail destination places additional emphasis on a recreation activity
such as hiking, off-street routes could be used for both daily needs and recreation. Greenbelt trails emphasize a strong
relationship with the natural surroundings. It is important to note the trail designation is used in combination with primary
off-street facilities to connect to the Regional Veloweb along FM 552, SH-66, FM 551 and SH-276. The top priorities for
implementing a well-connected trail system are:
Figure 47. Pedestrian Facility near Highway

•

Provide trail access from neighborhoods

•

Implement trails along recommended greenbelts

•

Increase pedestrian route facilities along major corridors

•

Acquire/secure land easements for future greenbelt
trails

•

Plan for off-street pedestrian facilities paths adjacent to
select roadways

•

Providing a safe north-south trail connection across IH30, along Memorial Drive
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23 | Advance and expand park and recreation funding sources
fa mi l y a tmos phere

s ma l l town cha ra cter a cti ve communi ty quality neighborhoods

resource protection fiscal responsibility

For the park system to see the necessary expansion and updates, additional sources of park revenue need to be identified
and expanded. A multi-tool approach is recommended, in which multiple strategies, funding sources, and partners are
employed in order to collectively work to achieve the desired results. A range of strategies may be appropriate within a given
location and, therefore, each possible strategy should be understood and examined in order to determine where it may be
most appropriately used. Funding opportunities include:
•

Explore new municipal bond opportunities for additional parkland and facilities

•

Increase current annual budget for park and trail operations and maintenance

•

Identify and target park and trail grants funding sources and set aside matching funds for future opportunities

•

Pursue fundraising and partnership efforts for improvements to existing parks and to fund new parks and trails

24 | Establish a park and trail dedication ordinance
fa mi l y a tmos phere

s ma l l town cha ra cter a cti ve communi ty quality neighborhoods

resource protection fiscal responsibility

To ensure that park land and trails are adequately provided within Fate, the City should establish a park and trail dedication
ordinance. This ordinance would require residential developers to designate a certain amount of their development as open
space or park land, or pay a fee in lieu of dedicating parkland at the City’s discretion. The fees collected should be used to
develop or improve parks. All developments (residential and nonresidential) should be required to provide trail dedication
and improvements according to the Rockwall County Master Open Space Plan and this Comprehensive Plan’s Future Parks
and Trails Map.

25 | Continue coordination with Rockwall County, NCTCOG, and other regional and State agencies for
assistance in parkland acquisitions
fa mi l y a tmos phere

s ma l l town cha ra cter a cti ve communi ty quality neighborhoods

resource protection fiscal responsibility

The City should continue to maintain working relationships with regional agencies by being an active participant in regional
meetings and initiatives. Fate’s trail system will have more value and benefit if it is connected with the rest of the County. In
addition, coordination NCTCOG Veloweb planning efforts may also help to position Fate for funding opportunities and will
allow Fate to be connected to the entire DFW region trail system. In addition to these agencies, it is important to continue
discussions with citizens, City staff, parks and recreation board, elected and appointed officials about indoor recreation
needs, locations, and funding.
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Top Priorities for Parks, Trail, and Open Space
1. Establish a park and trail dedication ordinance to ensure the provision of parkland and trail
network connections in future developments.
2. Continue to expand the trail network to improve non‐vehicular mobility.
3. Attract a large multi‐use sports complex to serve the local and regional population.
4. Enhance existing parks to expand park level of service.
5. Develop a new Community Park to meet the growing community’s needs.

HOA amenities at Chamberlain Crossing

Section 7| Parks, Trails, and Open Space
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8| Public Facilities

GOAL

Public facilities that house the various governmental and service functions of a municipality are generally of two types: (1)
those requiring a nearly central or a common location and that serve the entire municipal area, and (2) those serving
segments of the community on a “service‐area” basis. Planning for future growth and development in Fate also requires the
City to plan for future public facilities that will meet the needs of residents. This includes services such as police, fire, libraries,
and community centers. The following analysis will explain how Fate’s leaders should address public service and facility needs
in the years to come as the population continues to increase.

Public Facilities
Plan for public facilities that will meet the demands of Fate’s growing population.

Department of Public Safety
Fate recently created a Department of Public Safety to allow for the integration of police, fire, and first responder medical
service. The City does not make a distinction between police, fire, and EMT; each member is cross‐trained to rotate between
the roles during the course of their shift. The Department of Public Safety is the newest public facility in the Fate, and was
constructed in 2012 and contains 8,912 square feet of space. The following table analyzes the current and future staffing
needs based upon national standards for police service.
As the City continues to grow it will need to keep up its level of services through employee productivity enhancements,
greater use of modern technology, and ensuring its workforce is appropriately sized for the mission of the City. New
programs should be thoroughly vetted before taking on additional ongoing costs that are imposed by adding staff.
Figure 48. Current Fire Station Service Zone Map analyzes the fire service zones within Fate based on National Fire
Protection Agency (NFPA) service area standards. The service area is a 1.5 mile radius for an urban area and a 2.5 mile radius
for a rural area.
Even with Fate’s rapid growth, the 2.5 mile radius for a rural area should be used. The current fire station at the Fate
Department of Public Safety is centrally‐located and is able to serve the needs of the residents. As Fate grows and reaches
buildout the 1.5 mile radius for urban areas, shown in Figure 49, should be used. This means that up to three additional fire
stations would be needed to adequately serve the population and maintain efficient response times.
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Administration
Fate’s City administration services are currently
operated out of the City Hall in downtown Fate,
which is located near the corner of FM 551 and East
Fate Main Place. City Hall contains 1,140 square
feet of space. The City also rents 5,750 square feet
of space that is used for Development
Services/Public Works and Finance. Additionally,
there is 7,100 square feet of unoccupied and
storage facilities used for City maintenance. The
City administration currently has 21 full-time
employees. While the current number of staff
adequately serves Fate, it is important to assess
staffing needs periodically to keep up with the
population growth.

Figure 50. Current City Hall

New City Hall
A new City Hall is planned and will be located at the southwest corner of SH-66 and CD Boren, adjacent to Robert Smith
Family Park. The facility will provide 21,600 sq. ft. of space. The new City Hall provides the community with a long-term
solution for administrative City facilities. Multiple departments will be consolidated into one central location and will allow
room for future growth.

Figure 51. Rendering of New City Hall
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Public Facilities Strategies
26 | Establish partnerships to work cooperatively with other entities to provide services and facilities
family atmosphere s ma l l town cha ra cter a cti ve communi ty quality neighborhoods

resource protection fiscal responsibility

Inter-jurisdictional cooperation is recommended for public services and facilities. Not only can the cost of constructing
facilities be shared, but so can the operation and maintenance costs. Royse City, Rockwall, Rockwall County, Rockwall ISD,
and Royse City ISD are the most ideal entities for developing partnerships. While many of the services provided by cities tend
to be safety-related, services related to enhancing the quality of life should be provided. Library service, community centers,
recreations centers, animal service center, and outreach programs are examples of this type of service. The parks and trail
system, discussed in Section 7, also significantly enhances the quality of life in Fate. Additionally, the proximity to the
Rockwall Municipal Airport is an asset for Fate. The City should explore ways to partner with the City of Rockwall to ensure
that Fate is well-connected to the airport operations and efficient roadway access is provided.

27 | Provide for public safety services in advance of population growth
fa mi l y a tmos phere

s ma l l town cha ra cter a cti ve communi ty quality neighborhoods resource protection fiscal responsibility

Providing for public safety and meeting other citizen needs are the primary function of government; therefore, the City needs
to be ready to meet those needs as population growth occurs. Population growth also brings more development,
construction, and maintenance. The City Administration, Public Works, and Development Services departments must be
monitoring their staffing needs to keep up with the needs of residents.

28 | Project a positive image of the City with quality guidelines for the design of public facilities
fa mi ly atmosphere

small town character a cti ve communi ty qua l i ty nei ghborhoods

resource protection fi s ca l res pons i bi l i ty

The new City Hall is a significant step forward in implementing this strategy. The new City Hall will set the standard for future
public facilities and should also influence any renovations of existing public facilities. Through the City’s example, other types
of development will be more amendable to building design that reflects the character of Fate. The City can also promote
sustainability through public facilities by requiring that all future municipal buildings meet a particular LEED standard or
incorporate other sustainable design elements such as solar panels, quality building materials, drought-tolerant landscaping,
and maintenance standards.
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9| Implementation
Successful communities establish a clear vision for its future and identify the steps necessary to achieve that vision. This
section completes the Comprehensive Plan by providing implementation techniques and priorities that address the vision,
recommendations and related policies established herein. This Implementation Plan is structured into a coordinated action
program so that City leaders, staff, and other decision-makers can easily identify the steps that are necessary to achieve the
vision for Fate described within this Plan.
It is also important to note that most cities cannot afford to complete all of the desired tasks at once; therefore it is
important to identify the top priorities that are most critical for achieving the vision. Many of these recommendations will
take several years to complete, but this plan will help the City to identify the “low-hanging fruit” and allocate funding in
future budgets for the more costly projects.

The Roles of the Comprehensive Plan
A Guide for Daily Decision-Making
The current physical layout of the City is a product of previous efforts put forth by many diverse individuals and groups. In
the future, each new development that takes place – whether it is a subdivision that is platted; a home that is built; or a new
school, church or shopping center that is constructed – represents an addition to Fate’s physical form. The composite of all
such efforts and facilities creates the City as it is seen and experienced by its citizens and visitors. If planning is to be
effective, it must guide each and every individual development decision. The City, in its daily decisions pertaining to whether
to surface a street, to approve a residential plat, to amend a zoning ordinance provision, to enforce the building codes, or to
construct a new utility line, should always refer to the basic proposals outlined within the Comprehensive Plan. The private
builder or investor, likewise, should recognize the broad concepts and policies of the Plan so that their efforts become part of
a meaningful whole in planning the City.

Zoning and Subdivision
The usual processes for reviewing and processing zoning amendments, development plans, and subdivision plans provide
significant opportunities for implementing the Comprehensive Plan. Each zoning, development and subdivision decision
should be evaluated and weighed against applicable recommendations and policies contained within this Comprehensive
Plan. The Plan allows Fate to review proposals and requests in light of an officially prepared document adopted through a
sound, thorough planning process. If decisions are made that are inconsistent with Plan recommendations, then they should
include actions to modify or amend the Plan accordingly in order to ensure consistency and fairness in future decisionmaking. Amending the Subdivision Ordinance and Zoning Ordinance represent two major, proactive measures that the City
can take to implement Comprehensive Plan recommendations.

A Flexible and Alterable Guide
The Comprehensive Plan for the City of Fate is intended to be a dynamic planning document – one that responds to changing
needs and conditions. Plan amendments should not be made without thorough analysis of immediate needs, as well as
consideration for long-term effects of proposed amendments. The Fate City Council and other Fate officials should consider
each proposed amendment carefully to determine whether or not it is consistent with the Plan's goals and policies, and
whether it will be beneficial for the long-term health and vitality of the City of Fate.
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Regular Review
At one- to three-year intervals, a periodic review of the Comprehensive Plan with respect to current conditions and trends
should be performed. Such on-going, scheduled reevaluations will provide a basis for adjusting capital expenditures and
priorities, and will reveal changes and additions which should be made to the Plan in order to keep it current and applicable
long-term. It would be appropriate to devote one annual meeting of the Planning and Zoning Commission to reviewing the
status and continued applicability of the Plan in light of current conditions, and to prepare a report on these findings to the
Fate City Council. Those items that appear to need specific attention should be examined in more detail, and changes and/or
additions should be made accordingly. By such periodic reevaluations, the Plan will remain functional, and will continue to
give civic leaders effective guidance in decision-making. Periodic reviews of the Plan should include consideration of the
following:
• The City's progress in implementing the Plan;
• Changes in conditions that form the basis of the Plan;
• Community support for the Plan's goals and recommendations; and,
• Changes in State laws.

Comprehensive Review
In addition to periodic annual reviews, the Comprehensive Plan should undergo a complete, more thorough review and
update every five years. The review and updating process should begin with a citizen committee similar to the one appointed
to assist in the preparation of this Plan, thereby encouraging citizen input from the beginning of the process. Specific input
on major changes should be sought from various groups, including property owners, neighborhood groups, civic leaders and
major stakeholders, developers, merchants, and other citizens and individuals who express an interest in the long-term
growth and development of the City. This input can be easily obtained by re-administering the online survey with every
update of the Comprehensive Plan.
An informed, involved citizenry is a vital element of a democratic society. The needs and desires of the public are important
considerations in Fate’s decision-making process. Citizen participation takes many forms, from educational forums to serving
on City boards and commissions. A broad range of perspectives and ideas at public hearings helps City leaders and the City
Council to make more informed decisions for the betterment of the City as a whole. Fate should continue to encourage as
many forms of community involvement as possible as the City implements its Comprehensive Plan.

Implementation Matrix
The following pages summarize the goals and strategies described within this plan. Each strategy has an implementation
mechanism identified, a priority ranking, and an approximate timeline and cost.

MATRIX LEGEND
•••• = highest priority
$ = 0-50,000
$$ = 50,000-200,000
$$$ = 200K-500K
$$$$ = 500K+
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Land Use and Growth Management
GOAL

Achieve a
balance of
land uses that
promote a
mix of
development
and build on
smart growth
principles,
while
preparing for
new residents
and
businesses.

STRATEGY

MECHANISM

PRIORITY

Update the zoning
ordinance and zoning
map

Zoning ordinance,
City Council, P&Z

••••

Plan for the locations
and development of
niche uses

Development
Services and
Economic
Development staff

•••

Plan for home-based
businesses with zoning,
wifi, and workspace

Update zoning
ordinance, highspeed internet,
work spaces

••

Develop standards for
retention/detention
ponds

Public Works
Staff/Consultants

••

Adopt the iSWM
technical manual for
technical standards on
eco-friendly stormwater
management

Stormwater
ordinance or
construction
standards

••

Incentivize development
in Downtown to create a
unique and attractive
destination for residents
and visitors

Zoning ordinance,
economic
development
department

••••

Encourage alternative
energy sources and offer
an incentive program

Strategic
partnerships

•

Partner with local
organizations to offer
courses on rain barrel
installation and
rainwater harvesting

Partnerships with
related entities

•

Continue strategic
annexations and develop
an annexation plan to
ensure responsible
growth

Development
Services staff

•••

TIMELIME/FUNDING
Short-term
$$

Long-term
$

On-going
$

Short-term
$

Short-term
$

On-going
$$$

On-going
$$

Short-term
$

Short-term
$
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Housing
GOAL

Enhance the
quality and
attainability
of housing
and provide a
mix of
appropriate
housing
options to
attract all
ages.

STRATEGY

MECHANISM

Maintain desirable
lot sizes by
requiring varying
lots sizes

Update zoning ordinance
to have varying
minimum standards

••••

Update the singlefamily design
standards

Update zoning ordinance

•••

Provide higher
density options for
young professionals
and empty-nesters

Update zoning and
subdivision ordinances
to allow for higher
density in certain areas
connected with
desirable uses

••••

Update codes to
require block
configuration that
encourage
walkability and
pedestrian-oriented
areas

Update zoning ordinance
to require sidewalks for
all new development
and build-to lines for
certain areas

•••

Ensure
neighborhoods are
buffered and
connected with
transitional uses

Update zoning ordinance

•••

Establish
preservation and
maintenance
programs to
preserve existing
neighborhoods

Update zoning
ordinance/neighborhood
preservation programs

•••

Develop a CIP for
infrastructure
funding
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PRIORITY TIMELIME/FUNDING

Capital Improvement
Program
••••
Upgrade public
infrastructure

Short-term
$

Short-term
$

Short-term
$

Short-term
$

Short-term
$

On-going
$

On-going
$$$$

Transportation
GOAL

Plan for safe and
efficient
transportation
that meets the
current and
forecasted
demands of the
City while
focusing on
reducing future
maintenance
costs.

STRATEGY

MECHANISM

PRIORITY

Implement
elements of
Complete Streets
on appropriate
roadways

CIP, general budget,
grants

••

Update codes to
allow for
alternative
transportation
modes, such as
golf carts

City ordinance

••••

Continue to
coordinate with
the Rockwall
County
Thoroughfare
Plan and other
regional agencies

Strategic
partnerships

•••

TIMELIME/FUNDING
Long-term
$$$

Short-term
$

On-going
$
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Parks, Trails, and Open Space

GOAL

Establish an
interconnected
recreation system
of parks, roadside
trails, and
greenbelt trails
that serve the
needs of all ages
and connect all
areas of Fate.
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STRATEGY

MECHANISM

PRIORITY

TIMELIME

Parkland dedication
ordinance/proactive
park planning

••••

On-going
$$$$

Identify areas to
establish greenbelt
trails

••••

Short-term
$$$

Advance and expand
park and recreation
funding sources

Strategic
partnerships/research

••

On-going
$$

Establish a park and
trail dedication
ordinance

City staff/consultants
draft ordinance and
send to City Council

••••

Short-term
$

Continue
coordination with
Rockwall County,
NCTCOG, and other
regional and State
agencies for
assistance in parkland
acquisitions

Strategic partnerships

•••

On-going
$

Expand existing parks
and increase park
level of service by
acquiring parkland
and installing
improvements

Implement off-street
trails along greenbelts
and provide new
pedestrian facilitates
along major corridors

Large sports complex

Public Facilities

GOAL

Plan for public
facilities that
will meet the
demands of
Fate’s growing
population.

STRATEGY

MECHANISM

PRIORITY

TIMELIME/FUNDING

Establish partnerships
to work cooperatively
with other entities to
provide services and
facilities

Strategic
partnerships

••

On-going
$

Provide for public
safety services in
advance of
population growth

Strategic planning
and monitoring
trends

••••

On-going
$

Project a positive
image of the City with
quality guidelines for
the design of public
facilities

Establish guidelines
for City facilities

••

On-going
$
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